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1 See http://wiki.codeblocks.org/index.php?title=WxSmith_tutorials or Google “wxSmith Tutorials”







































deb http://apt.jenslody.de/stable stable release
This file was protected from writing, so I first had to use a terminal to do







































































































 GwxFrame(wxWindow*parent,wxWindowID id = -1);
 virtual ~GwxFrame();

















char printout[MAXPRINTOUT], inbufAsRead[MAXLINE], inbuf[MAXLINE], *pinbuf;




 vsprintf(buf, fmt, args);
 va_end(args);
 short lenb, lenp;
 lenb = strlen(buf);
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 lenp = strlen(printout);
 if(lenb+lenp >= MAXLINE-2){
 wxString wxPO(printout, wxConvUTF8);
 Results->AppendText(wxPO);
 printout[0] = '\0';
 }
 strcat(printout, buf);
 lenp = strlen(printout);
 // If the last character in printout is \n, then it is time to
 // print
 if(printout[lenp-1] == '\n'){
 // convert printout to a wxString, which we will call wxPO
 wxString wxPO(printout, wxConvUTF8);
 Results->AppendText(wxPO);






























































 void OnAbout(wxCommandEvent& event);
 void OnMirandaBtnClick(wxCommandEvent& event);



















class GwxFrame: public wxFrame {
 public:
 Tutorial_9Frame(wxWindow* parent,wxWindowID id = -1);
 virtual ~Tutorial_9Frame();
 void printg(char *fmt, ...);
 private:
 //(*Handlers(Tutorial_9Frame)
 void OnQuit(wxCommandEvent& event);
 . . .
 void OnCreate(wxWindowCreateEvent& event);
 //*)
 //(*Identifiers(Tutorial_9Frame)
 static const long ID_BUTTON1;
 static const long ID_COMBOBOX1;










































 wxString textFCB = CmdBox->GetValue();
 CmdBox->Insert(textFCB, 0);
 CmdBox->SetValue(wxT(""));




 strncpy(inbuf, (const char*) textFCB.mb_str(wxConvUTF8),239);
 // anything(); // Go do something with the input.
 }
The first line,










































































r gdp = gdp[1],  time 
The first step is to expand the OnCmdBoxTextEnter() function as follows:
void GwxFrame::OnCmdBoxTextEnter(wxCommandEvent& event){
 // Get the command from the CmdBox into textFCB (FCB = From Command Box)
 wxString textFCB = CmdBox->GetValue();
 // Push textFCB into the top of the combo box's items list
 CmdBox->Insert(textFCB,0);
 // Clear the window of the CmdBox
 CmdBox->SetValue(wxT(""));
 // Limit the number of items in the Combo Box drop-down list
 // Numbering of items begins at 0.
 if(CmdBox->GetCount() == 10) CmdBox->Delete(9);
 // Display what was read in Results
 Results->AppendText(textFCB);
 Results->AppendText(_("\n"));
 // Put what was read into inbufAsRead as a standard C string
 strncpy(inbufAsRead,(const char*) textFCB.mb_str(wxConvUTF8),MAXLINE-1);
 // Copy inbufAsRead into inbuf. 
 // This copy will be expanded to do all the text subsitutions.
 short i,j, k;
 i = 0; j= 0; k = 0;
 while(inbufAsRead[i] != '\0'&& j < MAXLINE)
 inbuf[j++] = inbufAsRead[i++];
 if(j >= MAXLINE) {
 printg("%s\n","That line was too tong!");
 j--;
 }
 inbuf[j] = '\0';



































 unsigned short cu;
 i = 0;
 while(i < MAXLINE){
 cu = *pinbuf++;
 if(cu == ' '){ // found a space
 if(i== 0) continue; // eat up white space
 s[i] = '\0'; // end the word being returned
 return 'a';
 }
 if(cu == 0){ // found an end of line
 s[i] = '\0'; // end the word being built 
 if(i > 0) { // if a word has been started
 pinbuf--; // back up one character
 return 'a'; // return the word that had been started
 }
 else return 'e';
 }




 i = 0;
 while(i < MAXLINE){
 cu = *pinbuf++;
 . . . 










 if(cu == ' '){ // found a space
 if(i== 0) continue; // eat up white space











 if(cu == 0){ // found an end of line
 s[i] = '\0'; // end the string being built 
 if(i > 0) { // if a word has been started
 pinbuf--; // back up one character
 return 'a'; // return the word that had been started
 }















class GwxFrame: public wxFrame
{
 public:
 GwxFrame(wxWindow* parent,wxWindowID id = -1);
 virtual ~GwxFrame();
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// clear the dc to white
dc.SetBrush(*wxWHITE_BRUSH);
dc.Clear();
// Create the color Red
wxColor Red(255,0,0);
// Create a pen using it, 6 pixels wide and drawing a solid line
wxPen myRedPen(Red,6,wxSOLID);
// Tell dc to use it
dc.SetPen(myRedPen);

















































































































































 wxSize sz = GetClientSize();
 Giotto(dc,sz);
 }
void Giotto(wxDC &dc,wxSize &sz){
dc.SetBrush(*wxWHITE_BRUSH);
dc.Clear();
// Create the color Red
wxColor Red(255,0,0);
// Create a pen using it, 6 pixels wide and drawing a solid line
wxPen myRedPen(Red,6,wxSOLID);
// Tell dc to use it
dc.SetPen(myRedPen);
// Find Center
int x = sz.x/2;
int y = sz.y/2;
int r = 0.4*wxMin(sz.x,sz.y);













// Draw lines to form an octagon around the circle.
// h is half the length of one side of the octagon.
// tangent of 22.5 degrees = .414214;
h = 0.414214*r;
dc.DrawLine(x+r,y+h,x+r,y-h); // right vertical
dc.DrawLine(x-r,y+h,x-r,y-h); // left vertical
dc.DrawLine(x-h,y-r,x+h,y-r); // top horizontal
dc.DrawLine(x-h,y+r,x+h,y+r); // bottom horizontal
dc.DrawLine(x-r,y-h,x-h,y-r); // top left slant
dc.DrawLine(x+h,y-r,x+r,y-h); // top right slant
dc.DrawLine(x-r,y+h,x-h,y+r); // bottom left slant

















// Adjust the point size of the font to the height of the window





















//Create a PointSize serif font, that is not bold, not italic, not underlined
wxFont GiottoFont(PointSize,wxFONTFAMILY_ROMAN,wxNORMAL,wxNORMAL,false);
Now of course we have to tell dc to use this font.













// left is where the text should start








int x = sz.x/2;// Horizontal limit on radius
int y = (sz.y - textheight)/2; //Vertical limit on radius
int r = 0.8*wxMin(x,y);





void Giotto(wxDC &dc,wxSize &sz){
// clear the dc to white
dc.SetBrush(*wxWHITE_BRUSH);
dc.Clear();
// Put some text on the screen
dc.SetTextForeground( *wxBLACK);
// Adjust the point size of the font to the height of the window
int PointSize = 0.06*sz.y;
//Create a PointSize serif font, that is not bold, not italic, not underlined
wxFont GiottoFont(PointSize,wxFONTFAMILY_ROMAN,wxNORMAL,wxNORMAL,false);
// Tell dc to use this font
dc.SetFont(GiottoFont);
wxCoord textwidth, textheight;
wxString text("Give Boniface This!", wxConvUTF8);
dc.GetTextExtent(text, &textwidth, &textheight);
// left is where the text should start
int left = wxMax((sz.x - textwidth)/2,0);
dc.DrawText(text,left,2);
// Create the color Red
wxColor Red(255,0,0);
// Create a pen using it, 6 pixels wide and drawing a solid line
wxPen myRedPen(Red,6,wxSOLID);
// Tell dc to use it
dc.SetPen(myRedPen);
int x = sz.x/2;// Horizontal limit on radius
int y = (sz.y - textheight)/2; //Vertical limit on radius
int r = 0.8*wxMin(x,y);
y = y + textheight - 2; // Vertical center of the circle
dc.DrawCircle(x, y, r);
//
// Draw an octagon around the circle
// tangent of 22.5 degrees = .414214;
int h = 0.414214*r;
dc.DrawLine(x+r,y+h,x+r,y-h); // right vertical
dc.DrawLine(x-r,y+h,x-r,y-h); // left vertical
dc.DrawLine(x-h,y-r,x+h,y-r); // top horizontal
dc.DrawLine(x-h,y+r,x+h,y+r); // bottom horizontal
dc.DrawLine(x-r,y-h,x-h,y-r); // top left slant
dc.DrawLine(x+h,y-r,x+r,y-h); // top right slant
dc.DrawLine(x-r,y+h,x-h,y+r); // bottom left slant

















void Giotto(wxDC &dc,wxSize &sz);
Then the expanded response to the Giotto button click is the following.
void GwxFrame::OnGiottoBtnClick(wxCommandEvent& event){
GiottoDialog *dlg = new GiottoDialog(this);
dlg->ShowModal();
/* To save our drawing to a file, we first create a bitmap, then
a memory DC, then hand the bitmap to the memory DC to use as
paper to draw on, then have Giotto draw on it, then free the
 bitmap from the DC and make it write itself as a .png file.
*/
// Create a bitmap 400 pixels wide and 430 pixels high.
// Call it "paper" because Giotto will draw on it.
wxBitmap *paper = new wxBitmap( 400,430);
// Create a memory Device Context
wxMemoryDC memDC;
// Tell memDC to write on “paper”.
memDC.SelectObject( *paper );
// Create a wxSize object with the size of “paper”.
wxSize sz(400,430);
// Call Giotto to draw on memDC
Giotto(memDC,sz);
// Tell memDC to write on a fake bitmap;
// this frees up "paper" so that it can write itself to a file.
memDC.SelectObject( wxNullBitmap );



















































































































 unsigned short cu;
 i = 0;
 char chopreturn = 'a';
 while(i < MAXLINE){
 cu = *pinbuf++;
 // Is it a space or tab?
 if(cu == ' ' || cu == '\t'){ // found a space or tab
 if(i== 0) continue; // eat up white space
 s[i] = '\0'; // end the word being returned
 return chopreturn;
 }
 // Is it an End of line
 if(cu == 0){ // found an end of line
 s[i] = '\0'; // end the word being built
 if(i > 0) { // if a word has been started
 pinbuf--; // back up one character
// so the EOL will be read next time
 return chopreturn; // return the word that had been started
 }
 else return 'e';
 }
 // Is it a number?
 if(i == 0 && (isdigit(cu) || cu == '.')){ 
// found a digit or decimal point
 chopreturn = 'n';
 s[i++] = cu;
 while(isdigit(*pinbuf) || *pinbuf == '.'
 || *pinbuf == 'E' // allow for scientific notation
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 || (*pinbuf == '+' && s[i-1] == 'E')
 || (*pinbuf == '-' && s[i-1] == 'E')){
 s[i++] = *pinbuf++;
 }




 // Is it a string in quotes?
 if (i == 0 && cu == '"'){ // Found something in quotes
 chopreturn = '"';
 while(*pinbuf != '"' && *pinbuf != '\0'){
 s[i++] = *pinbuf++;
 }
 s[i] = '\0';
 return chopreturn;
 }
 // Is it a # ? If so, the rest of the line is a comment
 if (i == 0 && cu == '#'){ 
 chopreturn = '#';
 s[i++] = '#';
 while(*pinbuf != '\0'){
 s[i++] = *pinbuf++;
 }
 s[i] = '\0';
 return chopreturn;
 }
 // Is it a letter?
 if(i == 0 && (isalnum(cu))){ 
 chopreturn = 'a';
 s[i++] = cu;
 while(isalnum(*pinbuf) || isdigit(*pinbuf) || *pinbuf == '.'
 || *pinbuf == '_' || *pinbuf == '$' ){
 s[i++] = *pinbuf++;
 }
 s[i] = '\0';
 return chopreturn;
 }
 // Operators and other punctuation
 s[i++] = cu;
 s[i] = '\0';
 chopreturn = cu;
 return chopreturn;
 }
 // Should not get here, but if we do




















#define MAXSUBSTITUTES 100 //Maximum length of any one susbstitute string
#define OK 1
#define ERR -1








 printout[0] = '\0';








 wxString textFCB = CmdBox->GetValue();
 CmdBox->Insert(textFCB, 0);
 CmdBox->SetValue(wxT(""));
 if(CmdBox->GetCount() == 10) CmdBox->Delete(9);
 Results->AppendText(textFCB);
 Results->AppendText(_("\n"));
 // Put what was read from the CmdBox into inbufAsRead as a standard C string
 strncpy(inbufAsRead,(const char*) textFCB.mb_str(wxConvUTF8),MAXLINE-1);
 // Copy inbufAsRead into inbuf with text substitution.
 short i,j, srow, scol;
 i = 0; j= 0; srow = 0; scol = 0;
 // i keeps track of where we are in inbufAsRead.
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 // j keeps track of where we are in inbuf.
 while(inbufAsRead[i] != '\0'&& j < MAXLINE && i < MAXLINE){
 // check for text substitution signals: %0, %1, %2 etc.
 if(inbufAsRead[i]== '%' && isdigit(inbufAsRead[i+1])){
 // make text substitution
 srow = inbufAsRead[i+1]-48; //'0' is ASCII 48
 i += 2;
 scol = 0;
 while(substitutes[srow][scol] != '\0' && j < MAXLINE && 
 scol < MAXSUBSTITUTES){
 inbuf[j++] = substitutes[srow][scol++];
 }
 }
 else inbuf[j++] = inbufAsRead[i++];
 }
 if(j >= MAXLINE) {
 printg("%s\n","That line was too tong!");
 j--;
 }
 inbuf[j] = '\0';
































class GwxFrame: public wxFrame
{
 public:
 GwxFrame(wxWindow* parent,wxWindowID id = -1);
 virtual ~GwxFrame();
 void printg(char *fmt, ...);
 short gselect(); 
to
class GwxFrame: public wxFrame
{
 public:
 GwxFrame(wxWindow* parent,wxWindowID id = -1);
 virtual ~GwxFrame();






#define MAXSUBSTITUTES 100 //Maximum length of any one susbstitute string
#define OK 1
#define ERR -1
char printout[MAXPRINTOUT], inbufAsRead[MAXLINE], inbuf[MAXLINE], *pinbuf;
char substitutes[10][MAXSUBSTITUTES];





 vsprintf(buf, fmt, args);
 va_end(args);
 short lenb, lenp;
 lenb = strlen(buf);
 lenp = strlen(printout);
 if(lenb+lenp >= MAXLINE-2){
 wxString wxPO(printout, wxConvUTF8);
 MainFrame->Results->AppendText(wxPO);
 printout[0] = '\0';
 }
 strcat(printout, buf);
 lenp = strlen(printout);
 // If the last character in printout is \n, then it is time to
 // print
 if(printout[lenp-1] == '\n'){
 // convert printout to a wxString, which we will call wxPO
 wxString wxPO(printout, wxConvUTF8);
 MainFrame->Results->AppendText(wxPO);




void GwxFrame::printg(char *fmt, ...){
to 







 bool wxsOK = true;
 wxInitAllImageHandlers();
 if ( wxsOK )
 {














 bool wxsOK = true;
 wxInitAllImageHandlers();
 if ( wxsOK ){















































 printg("%s", "O brave new Gwx!\n");
 wxString defaultPath = wxT("/home");
 wxSize DirPickerSize(400,400);
 wxPoint DirPickerPosition(100,100);
 wxDirDialog dialog(NULL,wxT("Pick the Directory in Which to Start Gwx"),
 defaultPath,wxDD_DEFAULT_STYLE | wxDD_CHANGE_DIR, DirPickerPosition, 
DirPickerSize);
 if(dialog.ShowModal() == wxID_OK){
 wxString path = dialog.GetPath();
 printg("Gwx will start in: %s \n",(const char *)path.mb_str(wxConvUTF8));
 }




 wxDirDialog dialog(NULL,wxT("Pick the Directory in Which to Start Gwx"),

























3 There is a good reason why Linux has these “user name” directories directly under /home. Linux, is designed to look 
like Unix, which is a time-sharing operating system with a number of users, each of whom has a directory under the 
/home directory. As a single-user system, Linux generally has only one directory under the /home directory, and it is 
















 if(dialog.ShowModal() == wxID_OK){
 wxString path = dialog.GetPath();













































































































struct bnkHeader { 
short jahra; // base year of all series in bank
short stper; // starting period within base year, usually 1


















































































/* findname -- finds position of given name, gname, in the names array. */ 


































































This file declares many global variables. It can be "included" into any module of G.
In the GwxMain.cpp program, a global variable, say feedchar, should be declared thus:
int feedchar;
In all other modules, it should be declared
extern int feedchar;
How do we get the "extern" when we need it and avoid having it when it
must not be there? We declare "feedchar" in this file (common.h) as
GLOBAL int feedchar;
In GwxMain.cpp program, the inclusion of this file will be preceded by defining
GLOBAL as nothing, thus
#define GLOBAL
#include "common.h"




will then define GLOBAL as "extern" so that
GLOBAL int feedchar;
will look to the compiler like
50
extern int feedchar
This problem does not afflict prototypes and defined constants.
It should be noted that this problem was not part of the original C language as presented
in K&R and did not arise when using the DeSmet compiler, which was smart enough to




























GLOBAL char printout[MAXPRINTOUT], inbufAsRead[MAXLINE], inbuf[MAXLINE], *pinbuf;
GLOBAL char substitutes[10][MAXSUBSTITUTES];
GLOBAL char names[MAXUNSIGNEDSHORT];
GLOBAL unsigned short indx[MAXNAMES];
GLOBAL short jahrba, nobs, nopy, nobs_ws, freqdefault;
GLOBAL unsigned short nseries;










void printg(char *fmt, ...);
short typecmd();
// In bank.cpp





















1970 1971 1972 etc. 
The second variable, timeq, will be a time variable for quarterly data. Its values will be:
1970.00 1970.25 1970.50 1970.75
1971.00 1971.25 1971.50 1971.75 etc. 
The third variable, timem, will be a time variable for monthly data; its values will be:
1970.00 1970.083 1970.167 1970.25 1970.333 1970.417
1970.50 1970.583 1970.667 1970.75 1970.833 1970.917 etc.
Here is the code we now add to OnMirandaBtn Click:
void GwxFrame::OnMirandaBtnClick(wxCommandEvent& event){
 FILE *config = NULL;
 char s[100]; // for getopt
 short i;
 // . . . . Previously explained code for picking the opening directory remains here.
 // Read the Gwx.cfg file 
 if((config = fopen("Gwx.cfg","r")) == 0){




 /* The Gwx.cfg File looks like this:
 Base year of workspace bank; 1970
 Maximum number of observations per series; 400
 Name of assigned bank; quip.bnk
 Default frequency: 4
 */
 // Get base year of the workspace
//The getopt function will be explained below.
 if(getopt(s,config) == OK) jahrba = atoi(s); // Base year or workspace
 else {




 if(getopt(s,config) == OK) {
 nobs_ws = atoi(s);
 nobs = nobs_ws;
 } //Max number of observations
 else {
 wxMessageBox(wxT("Could not read Max observations."),wxT("Fatal Error"),wxOK,this);
 return;
 }
 if(getopt(s,config) == OK) freqdefault = atoi(s); //Default frequency
 else {




 // Create and load a bnkHeader struct.
 bnkHeader Hdr;
 Hdr.jahra = jahrba;
 Hdr.nobs = nobs_ws;
 Hdr.stper = 1;
 strcpy(Hdr.bnktitle, "Untitled");
 // Create the workspace bank with no series in it.
 pbank = fopen("ws.bnk","w+b");
 ipbank = fopen("ws.ind","w+b");
 if (pbank == 0 || ipbank == 0){
 wxMessageBox(wxT("Could not create workspace bank"),wxT("Fatal Error"),wxOK,this);
 return;
 }
 // Write the header to the .bnk file
 if(fwrite( (void*)&Hdr,sizeof(Hdr),1,pbank)==0){
 wxMessageBox(wxT("Could not write header to ws.bnk."),wxT("Fatal Error"),wxOK,this);
 return;
 }
 // write the number of series to the .ind file
 nseries = 0;
 if(fwrite(&nseries,sizeof(unsigned short),1,ipbank)==0){
 wxMessageBox(wxT("Could not write nseries to ws.ind."),wxT("Fatal Error"),wxOK,this);
 return;
 }
 // Make up three "time" variables, and put them into the bank. 
 float *series = new float[nobs_ws];
 
 //First, the annual variable, timea.
 series[0] = jahrba;
 float increment = 1.0;
 for (i = 1;i < nobs_ws; i++){
 series[i] = series[i-1] + increment;
 }
 
 // Put it into the workspace; here is the first line of addseries:
 // short addseries(char *nam, float *series, short nopy, char wrindex_flag, short SeriesLength)
 // addseries() is in bank.cpp
 
 short seriesnum = addseries("timea", series, 1,'y',nobs_ws);
 // Now make up and add to the bank the quarterly, timeq
 series[0] = jahrba;
 increment = .25;
 for (i = 1;i < nobs_ws; i++){
 series[i] = series[i-1] + increment;
 }
 seriesnum = addseries("timeq", series, 4,'y', nobs_ws);
 // Now the monthly series; this is trickier because 1/12 = .083333... 
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 // cannot be expressed exactly in a finite number of binary places.
 series[0] = jahrba;
 increment = .25;
 for (i = 3;i < nobs_ws; i= i+3){
 series[i] = series[i-3] + increment;
 series[i-2] = series[i-3]+.08333;
 series[i-1] = series[i]-.0833;
 }
 seriesnum = addseries("timem", series, 12,'y',nobs_ws);
 // make up a "one" variable
 for (i = 0; i < nobs_ws; i++)
 series[i] = 1.0;
 seriesnum = addseries("one", series, freqdefault,'y',nobs_ws);
 // Release the memory we claimed for “series”. 
 delete[] series;




getopt reads a line from the config file, skips over everything before a semicolon, then puts
the rest of the line into s, a null-terminated C string.
*/
int getopt(char *s, FILE *config){
 char buf[MAXLINE];
 short i,j;
 if (fgets (buf, MAXLINE , config) == NULL ){




 i = 0;
 while(buf[i] != ';' && i < MAXLINE-2) i++;
 if (i == MAXLINE -2){





 i++ ; // to get past the semicolon
 while (buf[i] != '\0' && i < MAXLINE) s[j++] = buf[i++];












// Bank.cpp contains various routines related to data banks.
#include "common.h"












// Position to the begining of the file *
position = 0;
if(( fseek(ipbank,position,0)) != 0){
printg("Could not position to the beginning of the index file.\n");
return(ERR);
}
// Write nseries, the number of series in the bank.
if((fwrite(&nseries,2,1,ipbank)) == 0){
printg("Could not write the number of series.\n");
return(ERR);
}
// Write the pointer array.
if((fwrite(indx,2,nseries+1,ipbank)) == 0){
printg("Could not write the index file pointer array.\n");
return(ERR);
}
// Find ncin, the number of characters in the names.
ncin = indx[nseries]+1;
// Write the names.
if((fwrite(names,1,ncin,ipbank)) == 0){







addseries() puts a series into the workspace bank and returns the series number.
nam is the name of the series to be added to or inserted into the bank.
series contains the data of the series.
nopy is the Number of Observations Per Year.
wrindex_flag (' y' or 'n') answers the question "Write the indx file after the series is added?"
SeriesLength is the number of values in the series which will be written.
**********************************************************************************************/
short addseries(char *nam, float *series, short nopy, char wrindex_flag, short SeriesLength){
 unsigned short i,err, length;
 short series_number;
 int j;
 long position, temp;
 char cnpy; // number of observations per year as a char.
 cnpy = nopy;
// Does the name exist?
 if((series_number = findname(nam)) == -1){
// No, so put the new one at the end of the bank.
series_number = nseries;
i=0;
j = *(indx + nseries++); // j is the position in "names" of the first letter of the 
// new name.
length = strlen(nam);
 if(j + length > MAXUNSIGNEDSHORT){
 printg(" No room for %s in workspace bank!\r\n",nam);
 return(ERR);
 }





// Add the new series to "indx"
*(indx+nseries) = j;
// Record where the new series will go in the bank file.
temp = nseries -1;
}
else{
// A series by this name is already in the bank, so record which one it is.
temp = series_number;
}
// Calculate the position (in bytes) of the beginning of the series in the bank file.
 position = temp * (long)(nobs_ws*sizeof(float)+1)+sizeof(bnkHeader);
// Position the file to start writing at that byte.
if((fseek(pbank,position,0)) != 0 ){












// Write the index file unless index writing has been turned off.






 // We reach this line when nothing has gone wrong;







// Read index from index file.
short rindex(void) {
long posit;
 unsigned short ncin;
 // Position to the beginning of the file.
posit = 0;
if((fseek(ipbank,posit,0)) != 0){
printg("Could not position to read the index file.\n");
return(ERR);
}
 // Read the number of series.
if((fread(&nseries,2,1,ipbank)) == 0){
printg("Could not read the number of series in the bank.\n");
return(ERR);
}
// Read the pointer array
if((fread(indx,2,nseries+1,ipbank)) == 0){
printg("Could not read the pointer array.\n");
return(ERR);
}
// Get the number of characters in the names.
ncin = indx[nseries] + 1;
// Read the names.
if((fread(names,1,ncin,ipbank)) == 0){








short getseries(char *nam, float *ss, short SeriesLength){
 int err,i,gap;// ,max_obs;






 // A series name will often not be found. The user may have forgotten the name,
 // or mistyped it, or the series may be in the assigned bank, not the workspace.
 if((temp = findname(nam)) == -1) goto notfound;
 /* In the following formula:
 sizeof(bnkHeader) is the number of bytes in the header with the title;
 temp is the number of bytes consumed in giving each preceding series its frequency;
 temp * (long)nobs * sizeof(float) is the number of bytes in the preceding series.
 */
 position = temp * (long)nobs * sizeof(float) + temp + sizeof(bnkHeader);
 if((err = fseek(pbank,position,0)) == ERR){
 printf("Cannot position to read location of %s in GBank.\n",nam);
 return(ERR);
 }
 if((err=fread(&cnpy,1,1,pbank))==0 ) {




 if(SeriesLength==-1) SeriesLength=nobs; // check if this argument was given.
 for( i=0;i<SeriesLength;i++)
 ss[i] = 0;
 if((err=fread((void*)ss,sizeof(float),SeriesLength,pbank))==0) {
























































 len = strlen(s);
if(strncmp(s,"type",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = typecmd();




















 while (chop(s) != 'e'){
 len = strlen(s);
 if(strncmp(s,"type",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = typecmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"quit",std::max(len,1)) == 0) exit(0);
 else {
 printg("Unrecognized command %s.\n",s);






 unsigned short cu;































 printg("Here is %s:\n", s);
 npy = getseries(s,series,-1);
 if(npy == -1){
 printg("%s was not found.\n",s);
 return -1;
 }
 if(npy == 4){//quarterly data
 for(i = 0; i < nobs; i = i+4){
 printg("%d ",jahrba+(i/4)); // print the year
 for(j=0;j<4;j++) // print the four quarterly values
 printg(" %12.3f", series[i+j]);
 printg("\n"); // print the new line
 }
 }
 else if(npy == 12){//monthly data
 for(i = 0; i < nobs; i = i+12){
 printg("%d ",jahrba+(i/12)); // print the year
 printg(" 1 "); // print 1 for January
 for(j=0;j<6;j++) // print the values for January - June
 printg(" %12.4f", series[i+j]);
 printg("\n 7 "); // start the second line and print 7 for July
 for(j=6;j<12;j++) //print the values for July - December
 printg(" %12.4f", series[i+j]);
 printg("\n"); // print the new line
 }
 }
 else {// annual data or unspecified data
 for(i = 0; i < nobs; i = i+5){
 printg("%d ",jahrba+(i/5)); // print the year
 for(j=0;j<5;j++) // print the four quarterly values
 printg(" %12.4f", series[i+j]);



















































f dif = output%1 - output%1[1]
r invest%0 = output%1, dif
gr *
If we call it with the command 
add myregression.add 5 7 “Iron and Steel”
then the text substitution routine converts the lines of the add file so that what gselect() sees is 
this:
ti Iron and Steel
f dif = output7 - output7[1]







 void GwxFrame::OnCmdBoxTextEnter(wxCommandEvent& event){
 wxString textFCB = CmdBox->GetValue();
 CmdBox->Insert(textFCB, 0);
 CmdBox->SetValue(wxT(""));




 //strncpy(inbuf, (const char*) textFCB.mb_str(wxConvUTF8),MAXLINE - 1);
 // Put what was read into inbufAsRead as a standard C string
 strncpy(inbufAsRead,(const char*) textFCB.mb_str(wxConvUTF8),MAXLINE-1);
 // Copy inbufAsRead into inbuf.
 textsubstitute();




 short i,j, srow, scol;
 i = 0; j= 0; srow = 0; scol = 0;
 // i keeps track of where we are in inbufAsRead.
 // j keeps track of where we are in inbuf.
 while(inbufAsRead[i] != '\0'&& j < MAXLINE && i < MAXLINE){
 // check for text substitution signals: %0, %1, %2 etc.
 if(inbufAsRead[i]== '%' && isdigit(inbufAsRead[i+1])){
 // make text substitution
 srow = inbufAsRead[i+1]-48; //'0' is ASCII 48
 i += 2;
 scol = 0;
 while(substitutes[srow][scol] != '\0' && j < MAXLINE && scol < MAXSUBSTITUTES){
 inbuf[j++] = substitutes[srow][scol++];
 }
 }
 else inbuf[j++] = inbufAsRead[i++];
 }
 if(j >= MAXLINE) {
 printg("%s\n","That line was too tong!");
 j--;
 }





















GLOBAL char printout[MAXPRINTOUT], inbufAsRead[MAXLINE], inbuf[MAXLINE], *pinbuf;
GLOBAL char substitutes[10][MAXSUBSTITUTES];
GLOBAL char names[MAXUNSIGNEDSHORT];
GLOBAL unsigned short indx[MAXNAMES];
GLOBAL short jahrba, nobs, nopy, nobs_ws, freqdefault;
GLOBAL char FirstMonthCovered;
GLOBAL unsigned short nseries;
GLOBAL FILE *pbank, *ipbank; //for the workspace ws.bnk and ws.ind files
GLOBAL FILE *iin;






 while (chop(s) != 'e'){
 len = strlen(s);
 if(strncmp(s,"type",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = typecmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"quit",std::max(len,1)) == 0) exit(0);
 else if(strncmp(s,"add", std::max(len,2)) == 0) err == addcmd();
 else {
 printg("Unrecognized command %s.\n",s);












 // Find the name of the file with the commands.
 chop(filename);
iinsave = iin;
 iin = fopen(filename,"r");
 if(iin == 0){




 // Look for text substitution arguments; load them into substitutes
 i = 0;
 while(i<10){
 chopreturn = chop(s);




 else if(chopreturn == 'e') break;
 }
 // Read and execute the commands in the add file
 while (fgets(inbufAsRead,MAXLINE,iin) != NULL){
 printg(inbufAsRead);
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 i = 0;
 // Remove the '\n' at the end of s for comparability with what comes from CmdBox.
 while(inbufAsRead[i] != '\n') i++;
 inbufAsRead[i] = '\0';
 // Perform text substitution
 textsubstitute();


























































 unsigned short year; 
 char period, day, freq;
// Constructors and destructor 
 GDate(void); //Default constructor 
 GDate(char *Date); //Date = "2012" or "2012q1" or "2012m07" or "2012m07d04" or 2012.1 or 2012.007 
 ~GDate(){} 
 
// Set the data elements from any type of input string.
short set(char *s); 
// Set the data elements from values known to the calling program.
 int set(short yr, char per, char dies, char fr); 
// Display the values of the data elements
 void Display(void); 
// Return the observation number in the workspace corresponding to this date.

























Base year of workspace bank; 1970
First Month Covered; 1






// common.h contains various global variables and prototypes
...

















short getseries(char *nam, float *ss, short SeriesLength);
short dayspermonth(unsigned short year, char month);





 unsigned short year;
 char period, day, freq;
// Constructors and destructor
 GDate(void); //Default constructor
 GDate(char *Date); //Date = "2012" or "2012q1" or "2012m07" or 
 // "2012m07d04" or 2012.1 or 2012.007
 ~GDate(){}
 
// Set the data elements from any type of legal input string.
short set(char *s);
// Set the data elements from values known to the calling program.
 int set(short yr, char per, char dies, char fr);
// Display the values of the data elements
 void Display(void);









 year = 0;
 period = 0;
 day = 0;













 while (chop(s) != 'e'){
 len = strlen(s);
 if(strncmp(s,"type",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = typecmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"tdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = tdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"quit",std::max(len,1)) == 0) exit(0);
 else if(strncmp(s,"add", std::max(len,2)) == 0) err == addcmd();
 else {
 printg("Unrecognized command %s.\n",s);






 seriesnum = addseries("timem", series, 12,'y',nobs_ws);
 // Now create a simple daily series
 for (i = 0; i < nobs_ws; i++){
 series[i] = i;
 }
 seriesnum = addseries("timed",series,13,'y',nobs_ws);
Here now is the tdatescmd() found in GwxMain.cpp.
// Store dates for type command
short tdatescmd(){





 length = strlen(s);
 // If no arguments follow the command, display the dates and observation numbers.
 if(length <= 1){
 obnoA = tdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = tdateB.ObNo();
 tdateA.Display();
 printg("tdateA is observation number %d in workspace\n", obnoA);
 tdateB.Display();




 printg("tdateA input %s\n",s);
 tdateA.set(s);
 freqA = tdateA.freq;
 chopdate(s);
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 printg("tdateB input %s\n",s);
 tdateB.set(s);
 freqB = tdateB.freq;
 tdateA.Display();
 tdateB.Display();
 if(tdateA.freq != tdateB.freq){
 printg("Both tdates must have the same frequency. These two do not.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 //Check the observation numbers implied by these dates.
 obnoA = tdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = tdateB.ObNo();
 if( obnoA < 0 || obnoA > nobs_ws)
 printg("Your tdateA is outside the range you set for the workspace. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n");
 if( obnoA > NOMAX)
 printg("Your tdateA is outside the range (0 to %d) Gwx is set to handle. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n"), NOMAX;
 if( obnoB < 0 || obnoB > nobs_ws)
 printg("Your tdateB is outside the range you set for the workspace. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n");
 if( obnoB > NOMAX)














 unsigned short cu;
 i = 0;
 char chopreturn = 'a';
 while(i < MAXLINE){
 cu = *pinbuf++;
 // Spaces or Tabs
 if(cu == ' ' || cu == '\t'){ // found a space or tab
 if(i== 0) continue; // eat up white space
 s[i] = '\0'; // end the word being returned
 return chopreturn;
 }
 // End of line
 if(cu == 0){ // found an end of line
 s[i] = '\0'; // end the word being built
 if(i > 0) { // if a word has been started
 pinbuf--; // back up one character so the EOL will be read next time
 return chopreturn; // return the word that had been started
 }
 else return 'e';
 }
 if(i==0 && cu == ';'){




 if(i == 0 && (isalnum(cu))){ // found a letter or number
 chopreturn = 'a';
 s[i++] = cu;
 while(isalnum(*pinbuf) || *pinbuf == '.') {
 s[i++] = *pinbuf++;
 }




 // Should not get here, but if we do










int GDate::set(short yr, char per, char dies, char fr){
 year = yr;
 period = per;
 day = dies;







//This constructor and set() function handle both dates like 2012 or 2012.1 or 2012.007 and
// dates like "2012" or "2012q1" or "2012m07" or "2012m07d4".







 day = 0;
 // Get the year, which should be the first 4 digits in all formats
 i = 0;
 while (i < 4){
 if(!isdigit(s[i])) goto error;
 room[i] = s[i++];
 }
 room[4] = '\0';
 year = atoi(room);
 // If s[4] = '\0', it is an annual date
 if(s[4]=='\0'){
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 freq = 1;
 period = 1;
 day = 0;
 return OK;
 }
 // If s[4] is a '.', we have a date of the form 2000.1 or 2000.001.
 if(s[4] == '.'){
 if(s[5] == '0'){
 // a monthly date
 if(isdigit(s[6]) && isdigit(s[7])){
 freq = 12;
 room[0] = s[6];
 room[1] = s[7];
 room[2] = '\0';
 period = atoi(room);
 return OK;
 }
 else goto error;
 }
 // A quarterly or semiannual date
 if(isdigit(s[5])){
 room[0] = s[5];
 room[1] = '\0';
 period = atoi(room);
 }
 else goto error;
 if(period <= 4){
 freq = 4;
 return OK;
 }
 else if(period <= 6){
 freq = 2;
 period = period - 4;
 return OK;
 }
 else goto error;
 }
// It must be a date like "2012q1" or "2012m07" or "2012m07d4".
 // Is it a quarterly date?
 if(s[4] == 'q'){
 freq = 4;
 if(isdigit(s[5])){
 room[0] = s[5];
 room[1] = '\0';
 period = atoi(room);
 if(period < 1 || period > 4) goto error;
 return OK;
 }
 else goto error;
 }
 // Is it a semesterly date?
 if(s[4] == 's'){
 freq = 2;
 if(isdigit(s[5])){
 room[0] = s[5];
 room[1] = '\0';
 period = atoi(room);
 if(period < 1 || period > 2) goto error;
 return OK;
 }
 else goto error;
 }
 if(s[4]== 'm'){//monthly or daily date.
 freq = 12;
 if(isdigit(s[5]) && isdigit(s[6])){
 room[0] = s[5];
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 room[1] = s[6];
 room[2] = '\0';
 period = atoi(room);
 if(period < 1 || period > 12) goto error;
 }
 if(s[7] == '\0') return OK;
 if(s[7] == 'd') {
 // a daily date
 freq = 13;
 if(isdigit(s[8]) && isdigit(s[9])){
 room[0] = s[8];
 room[1] = s[9];
 room[2] = '\0';
 day = atoi(room);
 if(day < 1 || day > 31) goto error;




 else goto error;
 }
 error:
 printg("Bad date %s\n", s);
 printg("Remember that month and day fields require two digits.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
That was long but really quite straight-forward.
Here is the simple Display function of a GDate.
 
void GDate::Display(void){
 printg("Year %d Frequency %d Period %d Day %d.\n",year,freq,period,day);
 }
The Observation Number Function, ObNo(), of a GDate
We have already used the ObNo() function of a GDate. It also is long but not tricky.
/* GDate::ObNo()
 Returns the observation number of this date in a series
 with its frequency beginning in the period containing the
 first day covered of the workspace. FirstDay_ws can be
 counted upon to be a daily date.
 */
int GDate::ObNo(void){
 long n, fdp;
 short i;
 if(freq == 0) return ERR; //signal of an invalid date.
 if(year < FirstDay_ws.year){




 if(freq == 1){
 n = year - FirstDay_ws.year;
 goto checkneg;
 }
 if(freq == 4){
 fdp = (FirstDay_ws.period -1)/3 + 1; //FirstDay's quarter number.




 if(freq == 2){
 fdp = (FirstDay_ws.period -1)/6 + 1; //FirstDay's semester.
 n = (year - FirstDay_ws.year)*2 + period - fdp;
 goto checkneg;
 }
 if(freq == 12){
 fdp= (FirstDay_ws.period -1)/12 + 1; //FirstDay's month.
 n = (year - FirstDay_ws.year)*12 + period - fdp;
 goto checkneg;
 }
 if(freq == 13){ // a daily date. FirstDay_ws is always daily
 // Find the day in the year of the first day of the workspace
 fdp = 0;
 i = 1;
 while(i++ < FirstDay_ws.period){
 fdp += dayspermonth(FirstDay_ws.year,i);
 }
 fdp += FirstDay_ws.day;
 // Find the number of days from Jan 1 of the year FirstDay_ws to the day of this date
 n = 0;
 i = FirstDay_ws.year;
 while(i++ < year) n += daysperyear(i);
 i = 1;
 while(i++ < period) n+= dayspermonth(year,i);
 n += day;
 // Now subract off any days after Jan 1 of FirstDay_ws.




 if(n < 0){














/* daysperyear(year) gives the number of days in the given year.
*****************************************************************************/
short daysperyear(unsigned short year){
 if(year %4 != 0) return 365; // Not leap year
 if(year % 400 == 0) return 366;//Leap year in 2000, 2400
 if(year % 100 == 0) return 365; // 2100, 2200 not leap years
 return 366; // Leap year
 }
/*****************************************************************************
 days per month gives the number of days in the given month of the
 given year. For January, month = 1, not 0.
*****************************************************************************/
short dayspermonth(unsigned short year, char month){
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 char DaysInMonth[] = {31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31};
 if(month < 1 || month >12){
 printf("Invalid month %d.\n", month);
 return -1;
 }
 if(month != 2) return DaysInMonth[month-1];
 if (daysperyear(year)== 365) return 28; //not leap year









 unsigned short obnoA,obnoB;
 float series[NOMAX];
 short year, month, limit;
 chop(s);
 npy = getseries(s,series,-1);
 if(npy == -1){
 printg("%s was not found.\n",s);
 return -1;
 }
 if(tdateA.freq != tdateB.freq){
 printg("Frequencies of the two tdates are not the same.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 if(npy != tdateA.freq){
 printg("Frequency of %s, %d, does not match that of tdates, %d\n.",s,npy,tdateA.freq);
 return ERR;
 }
 printg("Here is %s:\n", s);
 obnoA = tdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = tdateB.ObNo();
 if(npy == 4){//quarterly data
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i = i+4){
 printg("%dq%d ", jahrba+(i/4), tdateA.period); // print the year and first quarter shown
 for(j=0;j<4;j++) // print the four quarterly values
 if(i+j <= obnoB)printg(" %12.3f", series[i+j]);
 printg("\n"); // print the new line
 }
 }
 else if(npy == 12){//monthly data
 secondline = (tdateA.period+6) % 12;
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i = i+12){
 printg("%dm%d ",jahrba+(i/12), tdateA.period); // print the year and first month shown
 for(j=0;j<6;j++) // print the values for January - June
 if(i+j <= obnoB) printg(" %12.4f", series[i+j]);
 printg("\n"); // print the new line
 printg("%dm%d ",jahrba+(i/12), secondline); // print the year and first month shown
 for(j=6;j<12;j++) // print the values for January - June
 if(i+j <= obnoB) printg(" %12.4f", series[i+j]);
 printg("\n"); // print the new line
 }
 }
 else if (npy == 13){ // daily data
 // Adjust obnoA to be first day of the month of tdateA.
 // This will leave obnoA positive because FirstDay_ws is always the first day of a month.
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 obnoA = obnoA - tdateA.day +1;
 year = tdateA.year;
 month = tdateA.period;
 i = obnoA;
 while(i <= obnoB){
 limit = dayspermonth(year,month);
 printg("\n %d %d\n",year,month);
 for(j = 1; j <= limit; j++){




 printg(" %10.3f", series[i]);
 i++;
 if(j%7 == 0) printg("\n");
 }
 month++;
 if (month == 13){
 year++;




 else {// annual data or unspecified data
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i = i+5){
 printg("%d ",jahrba+i); // print the year
 for(j=0;j<5;j++) {
 // print up to five annual values
 if(i+j > obnoB) break;
 printg(" %12.4f", series[i+j]);
 }











 1971 1 
 366.000 367.000 368.000 369.000 370.000 371.000 372.000 
 373.000 374.000 375.000 376.000 377.000 378.000 379.000 
 380.000 381.000 382.000 383.000 384.000 385.000 386.000 
 387.000 388.000 389.000 390.000 391.000 392.000 393.000 
 394.000 395.000 396.000 
 1971 2 
 397.000 398.000 399.000 400.000 401.000 402.000 403.000 
 404.000 405.000 406.000 407.000 408.000 409.000 410.000 
 411.000 412.000 413.000 414.000 415.000 416.000 417.000 
 418.000 419.000 420.000 421.000 422.000 423.000 424.000 
 1971 3 
 425.000 426.000 427.000 428.000 429.000 430.000 431.000 
 432.000 433.000 434.000 435.000 436.000 437.000 438.000 
 439.000 440.000 441.000 442.000 443.000 444.000 445.000 
 446.000 447.000 448.000 449.000 450.000 451.000 452.000 
 453.000 454.000 455.000 
. . .
 1972 1 
 731.000 732.000 733.000 734.000 735.000 736.000 737.000 
 738.000 739.000 740.000 741.000 742.000 743.000 744.000 
 745.000 746.000 747.000 748.000 749.000 750.000 751.000 
 752.000 753.000 754.000 755.000 756.000 757.000 758.000 
 759.000 760.000 761.000 
 1972 2 
 762.000 763.000 764.000 765.000 766.000 767.000 768.000 
 769.000 770.000 771.000 772.000 773.000 774.000 775.000 
 776.000 777.000 778.000 779.000 780.000 781.000 782.000 
 783.000 784.000 785.000 786.000 787.000 788.000 789.000 
 790.000 
 1972 3 
 791.000 792.000 793.000 794.000 795.000 796.000 797.000 
 798.000 799.000 800.000 801.000 802.000 803.000 804.000 
 805.000 806.000 807.000 808.000 809.000 810.000 811.000 
 812.000 813.000 814.000 815.000 816.000 817.000 818.000 
























0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19









Here is integers: 
1970 0.0000 1.0000 2.0000 3.0000 4.0000 
1975 5.0000 6.0000 7.0000 8.0000 9.0000 
1980 10.0000 11.0000 12.0000 13.0000 14.0000 
1985 15.0000 16.0000 17.0000 18.0000 19.0000 
1990 20.0000 21.0000 22.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 


















short dayspermonth(unsigned short year, char month);
short daysperyear(unsigned short year);
short datacmd();
We also need to introduce it into gselect(), like this:
 else if(strncmp(s,"tdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = tdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"data",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = datacmd();



























 char choprtn, datum[MAXNAMELENGTH];
 float *series;
 short i, j, StartingObNo, seriesnumber;
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 char name[MAXNAMELENGTH], rdate[12];
 GDate ReadDate;
 series = new float[NOMAX];
// Get the name of the variable to be put into the workspace
 if((chop(name)) != 'a'){
 printg("Error: the variable's name in a data command must begin with a letter.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 // Initialize series to MISSING;
 for(i =0; i < NOMAX; i++)
 series[i] = MISSING;
// Read the date of the first observation to be read.
 chopdate(rdate);
 ReadDate.set(rdate);
 StartingObNo = ReadDate.ObNo();
 i = StartingObNo;
// Read the data numbers until we hit a ';'. Store the data in the series array.
 while(i < NOMAX){
choprtn = chop(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n'){
 series[i++] = atof(datum); // Convert an ASCII string to a floating point number.
 }
 else if(choprtn == ';'){
 // End of data for this series
 short seriesnumber = addseries(name, series, ReadDate.freq,'y',nobs_ws);
 goto closeup;
 }
 else if(choprtn == 'e'){ // End of line; get next line from the input file. 
if(fgets(inbufAsRead,MAXLINE,iin) != NULL){
printg(inbufAsRead);
 j = 0;
 // Remove the '\n' at the end of inbufAsRead for comparability 
// with what comes from CmdBox.
 while(inbufAsRead[j] != '\n') j++;
 inbufAsRead[j] = '\0';
 // Perform text substitution
 textsubstitute();
 pinbuf = inbuf;
 }
else {
 // We have hit the end of the input file.
 printg("You encountered an End of File while reading data. \n");
 printg("Did you forget a semicolon at the end of a series?\n");












0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22;
data odd 1975
1 3 5 7 9
11 13 15 17 19
21 25 27 29 31;
data even 1972
2 4 6 8 10
12 14 16 18 20












1970 -10 6 8 -20 40 
1975 -60 50 -30 20 70;
and we want to get error messages from data that looks like this:
data junk
1970 0 4 8 xx8











// If a possibly negative number is likely, chop for it with chopnumber.
// If a negative number is found, the returned string will have the minus





 choprtn = chop(datum);
 strcpy(number,datum);
 if(choprtn != '-')
 return choprtn;
 else {







2 4 6 8 10
12 14 16 18 20
22 24 26 28 30;
or at the beginning of each line, like this
data even
1972 2 4 6 8 10
1977 12 14 16 18 20








 j = 0;
 // Remove the '\n' at the end of inbufAsRead for comparability
// with what comes from CmdBox.
 while(inbufAsRead[j] != '\n') j++;
 inbufAsRead[j] = '\0';
 // Perform text substitution
 textsubstitute();
 pinbuf = inbuf;
 return OK;
 }





// Read a data series from ASCII input and store it in the workspace
short datacmd(){




 short i, j, StartingObNo, seriesnumber, datereturn;
 char name[MAXNAMELENGTH], rdate[12];
 bool DateOnCommandLine;
 GDate ReadDate;
 series = new float[NOMAX];
// Get the name of the variable to be put into the workspace
 if((chop(name)) != 'a'){
 printg("Error: the variable's name in a data command must begin with a letter.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 // Initialize series to MISSING;
 for(i =0; i < NOMAX; i++)
 series[i] = MISSING;
// Read the date of the first observation to be read.
 DateOnCommandLine = false;
 choprtn = chopdate(rdate);
 if (choprtn == 'a'){
 DateOnCommandLine = true;
 ReadDate.set(rdate);
 }
 if(DateOnCommandLine == false){
 nextline();
 choprtn = chopdate(rdate);
 ReadDate.set(rdate);
 }
 StartingObNo = ReadDate.ObNo();
 i = StartingObNo;
 while(i < NOMAX){ // Start the big while loop.
 choprtn = chopnumber(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n'){
 series[i++] = atof(datum); // Convert ASCII string to floating point number
 }
 else if(choprtn == ';'){
 // End of data for this series
 short seriesnumber = addseries(name, series, ReadDate.freq,'y',nobs_ws);
 goto closeup;
 }
 else if(choprtn == 'e'){ // End of line; get next line from the input file.
 if(nextline() == NULL){
 // We have hit the end of the input file.
 printg("You encountered an End of File while reading data. \n");
 printg("Did you forget a semicolon at the end of a series?\n");
 seriesnumber = ERR;
 goto closeup;
 }
 // If the date is on each line, read it for the line just read
 // and reset i.
 else if (DateOnCommandLine == false){
 choprtn = chopdate(rdate);
 datereturn = ReadDate.set(rdate);
 if (datereturn == ERR){
 printg("There is a problem in your data input.\n");
 printg("I am guessing you forgot a semicolon at the end.\n");
 pinbuf = inbuf;
 seriesnumber = addseries(name, series, ReadDate.freq,'y',nobs_ws);
 goto closeup;
 }
 StartingObNo = ReadDate.ObNo();
 i = StartingObNo;
 }
 }
 else goto junkonline;






 printg("Junk on this line:\n");
 printg("%s\n",inbufAsRead);











// Read the date of the first observation to be read.
 DateOnCommandLine = false;
 choprtn = chopdate(rdate);
 if (choprtn == 'a'){




// If the date is at the beginning of the line, read it:
if(DateOnCommandLine == false){
 nextline();
 choprtn = chopdate(rdate);
 ReadDate.set(rdate);
 }
 StartingObNo = ReadDate.ObNo();






 choprtn = chopnumber(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n'){
 series[i++] = atof(datum); // Convert ASCII string to floating point number
 }
 else if(choprtn == ';'){
 // End of data for this series














 if (datereturn == ERR){
 printg("There is a problem in your data input.\n");
 printg("I am guessing you forgot a semicolon at the end.\n");
 pinbuf = inbuf;









0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22;
data odd 1975
1 3 5 7 9
11 13 15 17 19
21 25 27 29 31;
data even 1972
2 4 6 8 10
12 14 16 18 20
22 24 26 28 30;
data threes
1970 3 6 9 12 15
1975 18 21 24 27 30
1980 33 36 39 42 45;
data fours
1970 0 4 8 xx8
1975 4 5 6 7 8
data negatives
1970 -10 6 8 -20;
data nosemicolon
1970 0 4 8 8
1975 4 5 6 7 8
data right
1970 0 4 8 12






matdata 2009q1 21 
CoalElec CoalCoke CoalOthInd CoalTotal 
# U.S. Coal Consumption 
# (Thousand Short Tons) 
# Year and Electric Coke Other Total 
# Quarter Power Plants Industry
# 
#2009 
 January - March 236842 4398 12075 254383
 April - June 216502 3402 10542 231110
 July - September 244445 3450 11107 259621
 October - December 235838 4076 11590 252363
# 
#2010 
 January - March 246445 4857 12600 264939
 April - June 229469 5353 11914 247344
 July - September 267943 5491 12284 286361
 October - December 231195 5391 12490 249870
# 
#2011 
 January - March 234847 5188 12489 253541
 April - June 223540 5392 11036 240611
 July - September 261534 5407 11168 278638



























matdata #no skip, dates on every line. Works also in G7
matdata 2009q1 21 #skip 21, no dates
matdata 2009.1 # no skip, no dates. Works also in G7
















float **x = new float[n];
for(i = 1; i <= n; i++){
x[i] = new float[m];
}
Here, x is an array of pointers to pointers to floats. To release the space, the code would be:
















float *vector(int nl, int nh){
float *v;
 int i, top;






 for (i = 0; i < top; i++)
 v[i] = MISSING;
return v-nl;
}
float **matrix(int nrl, int nrh, int ncl, int nch){
 int i,j,k;
 float **m;
 int toprow = nrh-nrl+1;
 int topcol = nch-ncl+1;





 m -= nrl;
 for(i = nrl; i <= nrh; i++)
 m[i] = 0;
 for(i=nrl;i<=nrh;i++){
 m[i]=(float *) malloc((unsigned) topcol*sizeof(float));
 if (!m[i]){
 printg(msguti1);






 m[i] -= ncl;
 }
 for (i = nrl; i <= nrh; i++){
 for(j = ncl; j <= nch; j++){





void free_vector(float *v, int nl){
 if(v != 0) free((char*) (v+nl));
 }
void free_matrix(float **m, int nrl, int nrh, int ncl){
 int i;
 if(m == 0) return;
 for(i=nrh;i>=nrl;i--){
 if(m[i]+ncl)







 else if(strncmp(s,"tdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = tdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"data",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = datacmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"matdata",std::max(len,6)) == 0) err = matdatacmd();






























 char s[12]; // for reading dates
 char datum[MAXNAMELENGTH]; // for reading data points
 short ns;// number of series
 short skip; // number of places to be skipped at beginning of each line
 short choprtn,i,j,seriesnumber;
 short matdatartn; //Return value of this function
 float **x; // matrix of data
 GDate ReadDate;
 bool no_dates; // true if there are no dates on the data lines
 char names[50][MAXNAMELENGTH];
 skip = 0;
 no_dates = false;
 // chop for a date
 choprtn = chopdate(s);
 if(choprtn == 'e') goto readnames;
 if (choprtn == 'a'){
 if(s[0] == 'd'){
 //Got the pseudo-date d
 no_dates = false;
 }
 //probably got a GDate
 else if (ReadDate.set(s) == OK){
 // Got a starting date
 no_dates = true;
 }
 // Chop for skip count
 choprtn = chop(s);
 if(choprtn == 'n')
 skip = atoi(s);
 else {






// ns becomes the Number of Series. Set it by counting the names.
 ns = 0;
 while ((chop(names[ns]) == 'a' && ns < 50)) ns++;
 // Grab space for the data
 x = matrix(0,ns,0,nobs_ws);
 // Read the data
 i = 0;
 if(no_dates){
 i = ReadDate.ObNo();
 }
 while(i < nobs_ws){
 nextline();
 pinbuf = inbuf + skip;
 // Deal with case of a date on every line
 if(!no_dates){
 // Read the date for this line.
 choprtn = chopdate(s);
 if(ReadDate.set(s) != OK){
 printg("Bad date: %s\n",s);
 matdatartn = ERR;
 goto closeup;
 }
 i = ReadDate.ObNo();
 }
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 // Now read and store the row of data
 j = 0;
 while(j < ns){
 choprtn = chopnumber(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n'){




 if(choprtn == 'e') printg("Unexpected end of line\n");
 else printg("Bad datum %s\n",datum);




 // Increment i in case we are in the no-dates case.
 i++;
// Check for the ; that marks the end of the data.
 choprtn = chop(datum);
 if(choprtn == ';') break;
 }
 // The data have been read. Now put them into the workspace bank.
 for(i = 0;i < ns; i++){
 seriesnumber = addseries(names[i], x[i], ReadDate.freq,'y',nobs_ws);
 }
















CoalElec CoalCoke CoalOthInd CoalTotal
# U.S. Coal Consumption
# (Thousand Short Tons)
# Year and Electric Coke Other Total




 January - March 236842 4398 12075 254383
 April - June 216502 3402 10542 231110
 July - September 244445 3450 11107 259621
 October - December 235838 4076 11590 252363
#
#2010
 January - March 246445 4857 12600 264939
 April - June 229469 5353 11914 247344
 July - September 267943 5491 12284 286361
 October - December 231195 5391 12490 249870
#
#2011
 January - March 234847 5188 12489 253541
 April - June 223540 5392 11036 240611
 July - September 261534 5407 11168 278638







CoalElecD CoalCokeD CoalOthIndD CoalTotalD
# U.S. Coal Consumption
# (Thousand Short Tons)
# Year and Electric Coke Other Total




 January - March 2009q1 236842 4398 12075 254383
 April - June 2009q2 216502 3402 10542 231110
 July - September 2009q3 244445 3450 11107 259621
 October - December 2009q4 235838 4076 11590 252363
#
#2010
 January - March 2010q1 246445 4857 12600 264939
 April - June 2010q2 229469 5353 11914 247344
 July - September 2010q3 267943 5491 12284 286361
 October - December 2010q4 231195 5391 12490 249870
#
#2011
 January - March 2011q1 234847 5188 12489 253541
 April - June 2011q2 223540 5392 11036 240611
 July - September 2011q3 261534 5407 11168 278638













f gdpd = gdp/gdp$
f x = a*b*c + d*e/f
f lgdp = @log(gdp)



























































op_stack[1] = ' ';
op_stack[2] = '\0';










4  An expression like a*b/c*d is ambiguous; our procedure will give it the same value as a*b*d/c, which may not be what 
a user intended. We need not worry about this problem because, when we introduce parentheses, the user can say a*b/
























if(b == MISSING || c == MISSING) a = MISSING;







 if(strncmp(s,"type",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = typecmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"fex",std::max(len,1)) == 0) err = fcmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"tdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = tdatescmd();





























 short obnoA, obnoB;
 int i,type,lasttype,go;
 // Get the name of the variable being created
 choprtn = chop(name);
 if (choprtn != 'a'){
 printg("I got a bad variable name in fcmd: %s\n",name);
 return ERR;
 }
 series = vector(0,nobs_ws);
 // Chop, really just to get past the = sign, but fuss if it is not there.
 choprtn = chop(dump);
 if (choprtn != '='){
 printg("There was no = sign in the f or fex command.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 rhsrtn = rhs(series);
 if(rhsrtn == OK)












 char op_stack[3], name[MAXNAMELENGTH];
 short osp; // osp = operation stack pointer; it points to top operation on stack
 short obnoA, obnoB;
 int i,type,lasttype,go;
 rhsrtn = OK;
 op_stack[1] = ' ';
 op_stack[2] = '\0';
 obnoA = fdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = fdateB.ObNo();
 if(obnoA == ERR || obnoB == ERR){
 printg("You must set fdates before trying to evaluate expressions.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 x = vector(0,nobs_ws);
 y = vector(0,nobs_ws);
 // Since z was initialized to MISSING, we need to re-initialize the portion
 // of it between fdateA and fdateB to zero.
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 x[i] = 0.;
 y[i] = 0.;
 z[i] = 0.;
 }
 osp = 0;
 op_stack[0] = '+';
 type = 0;
 go = GO;
 rhsrtn = OK;
 while(go == GO){
 lasttype = type;
 type = chop(name);
 switch(type){
 case 'a': // Got a series name
 npy = getseries(name,y,-1);
 if(npy == ERR){
 printg("%s was not found.\n",name);
 goto closeup;
 }
 if(npy != fdateA.freq){
 if(npy != ERR) printg("Frequency of %s does not match the fdates.\n",name);
 geteol(); // Throw away the line
 rhsrtn = ERR;
 goto closeup;
 }





 op_stack[++osp] = '*';
 break;
 case '/':
 op_stack[++osp] = '/';
 break;
 case '-': // same as +
 case '+': // got a + Add (or subtract) the term in x to (or from) z.
 addsub(z,x,obnoA,obnoB,op_stack, &osp);
 op_stack[++osp] = type;
 break;
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 case 'e': //end of line
 go = STOP;
 rhsrtn = OK;
 break;
 default:
 printg("Could not evaluate that expression.\n");
 rhsrtn = ERR;
 goto closeup;
 } // end of big switch
 } // end of while







short muldiv(float *x, float *y,short obnoA, short obnoB, char *op_stack, short *posp){
 short i;
 if(op_stack[*posp]== '*'){ // The previous operator was a *
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 if(x[i] == MISSING || y[i] == MISSING) x[i] = MISSING;




 else if(op_stack[*posp]== '/'){ // The previous operator was a /
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 if(x[i] == MISSING || y[i] == MISSING) x[i] = MISSING;
 if(fabs(y[i]) < .0000001) x[i] = MISSING;




 else{// We have the first component of a term.
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++)




short addsub(float *z, float *x,short obnoA, short obnoB, char *op_stack, short *posp){
 short i;
 if(op_stack[*posp] == '+'){
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 if (z[i] == MISSING || x[i] == MISSING) z[i] = MISSING;




 else if(op_stack[*posp] == '-'){
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 if (z[i] == MISSING || x[i] == MISSING) z[i] = MISSING;













f two = one + one
type two
f five = two*two + 1
type five








 case 'n': // got a number
 value = atof(name);
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++)
 y[i] = value;















 case '(': // got an open parenthesis
 // Call rhs (recursively) to evaluate expression and put it in y
 // and treat as a series that has been read.
 rhsrtn = rhs(y);
 // The normal, healthy return is ')'
 if(rhsrtn != ')'){
 printg("There was an error after that (\n");
 geteol();
 rhsrtn = ERR;
 go = STOP;
 goto closeup;
 }
 if(muldiv(x,y,obnoA,obnoB,op_stack, &osp) == ERR){








 rhsrtn = ')';














f lgdp = @log(gdp)




 rhsrtn = ')';









 if(muldiv(x,y,obnoA,obnoB,op_stack, &osp) == ERR){

















if ((err = chop(s)) != 'a'){
printg("Following a @ must come a function name.\n");
return ERR;
}
if (strcmp(s,"log") == 0) funcrtn = logarithm(f);
 else if (strcmp(s,"exp") == 0) funcrtn = exponential(f);
 else {
 printg("Unrecognized function %s.\n",s);












 if ((err = chop(s)) != '(') goto error;
 // Get the argument for the logarithm by a call to rhs()
if ((err = rhs(f)) != ')') goto error;
 obnoA = fdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = fdateB.ObNo();
 for( i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 if(f[i] == MISSING) continue;
 else if (f[i] < 0) {
 printg("Cannot take the logarithm of %12.4f\n",f[i]);
 f[i] = MISSING;
 }









 if ((err = chop(s)) != '(') goto error;
 // Get the argument for the exponential by a call to rhs()
if ((err = rhs(f)) != ')') goto error;
 obnoA = fdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = fdateB.ObNo();
 for( i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 if(f[i] == MISSING) continue;





































// Check for a lag. First, steal a look ahead without increasing pinbuf.
 test = *pinbuf;
 if(test == '['){//found a lag
 pinbuf++; //increment pinbuf to get past the [
 short choprtn = chop(lagtext);
 if(choprtn != 'n'){ // read the lag




 short lag = atoi(lagtext);
 // Shift the series forward; note that we start at the top
 for(i = SeriesLength; i >= lag; i--)
 ss[i] = ss[i-lag];
 // Fill in the unknown values at the beginning with MISSING
 for(i = lag-1; i >= 0; i--)
 ss[i] = MISSING;
 choprtn = chop(lagtext); // Get past the closing ]
 if(choprtn != ']'){











































rdates 1980q1 2005q4 2012q3
rdates 1980q1 2012q3











GLOBAL GDate FirstDay_ws,tdateA, tdateB, fdateA, fdateB, rdateA, rdateB, rdateC,
 gdateA, gdateB, gdateC;
and in gselect() in GwxMain.cpp we add the lines shown here in bold:
 else if(strncmp(s,"fdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = fdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"rdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = rdatescmd();
// else if(strncmp(s,"gdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = gdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"data",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = datacmd();
We will keep the code for the rdatecmd() in GwxMain.cpp next to the very similar code for
tdates and fdates. Here it is.
// Store dates for the r command
short rdatescmd(){
 long obnoA, obnoB, obnoC;
 int length;
 char freqA,freqB, freqC, s[100];
 short rtn;
 chopdate(s);
 length = strlen(s);
 // If no arguments follow the command, display the dates and observation numbers.
 if(length <= 1){
 obnoA = rdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = rdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = rdateC.ObNo();
 rdateA.Display();
 printg("rdateA is observation number %d in workspace\n", obnoA);
 rdateB.Display();
 printg("rdateB is observation number %d in workspace\n", obnoB);
 rdateC.Display();




// Set the value of rdateA
 printg("rdateA input %s\n",s);
 rdateA.set(s);
 freqA = rdateA.freq;
// Set the value of rdateB
 chopdate(s);
 printg("rdateB input %s\n",s);
 rdateB.set(s);
 freqB = rdateB.freq;
// Set the value of rdateC
 rtn = chopdate(s);
 if(rtn == 'e') rdateC = rdateB;
 else rdateC.set(s);
 freqC = rdateC.freq;
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// Check that all have the same frequency
 if(rdateA.freq != rdateB.freq || rdateA.freq != rdateC.freq) {
 printg("All rdates must have the same frequency. These two do not.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
//Check the observation numbers implied by these dates.
 obnoA = rdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = rdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = rdateC.ObNo();
 rtn = OK;
 if(obnoA >= obnoB || obnoB > obnoC){
 printg("Your rdates are not in increasing order!\n");
 rtn = ERR;
 }
 if( obnoA < 0 || obnoA > nobs_ws){
 printg("Your rdateA is outside the range you set for the workspace. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n");
 rtn = ERR;
 }
 if( obnoA > NOMAX){
 printg("Your rdateA is outside the range (0 to %d) Gwx is set to handle. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n"), NOMAX;
 }
 if( obnoB < 0 || obnoB > nobs_ws){
 printg("Your rdateB is outside the range you set for the workspace. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n");
 rtn = ERR;
 }
 if( obnoB > NOMAX){
 printg("Your rdateB is outside the range (0 to %d) Gwx is set to handle. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n", NOMAX);
 rtn = ERR;
 }
 if (obnoC-obnoA + 1 > MaxRegObs){





















 else if(strncmp(s,"title", std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = titlecmd();





 i = 0;
 while(i<MAXCHARINTITLE){
 letter = *pinbuf++;
 title[i++] = letter;
 if(letter == '\0') break;
 }















 i = 0;
 while(i<MAXCHARINTITLE){
 subtitle[i] = letter = *pinbuf++;
 if(letter == '\0')break;
 }


























































// rcmd.cpp contains routines related to performing regressions.
#include "common.h"
short rcmd() {
 short obnoA,obnoB, obnoC; //obno = observation number
 short nopy; // number of observations per year
 // The regression is done between obnoA and obnoB; predicted values are
 // calculatedout to obnoC
int niv,err;
 // niv = number of independent variables
// intercept = 0 if there is no intercept; otherwise 1.
 char s[MAXNAMELENGTH], buf[MAXCHARINTITLE/2];
int i,j,k,obs_total, obs_in_regress;
float **xp=0; /* X' matrix */
float *sigma=0; /* sigma = standard deviations of variables */
double *means=0; /* holds the means for all variables */
double *deviations; // deviations from means
double *rpr=0; /* rpr = r'r is sum of squares of residuals */
double **a=0; // a = X'X
unsigned short MaxCharInTitles = 5*MAXLINE;
// titles will become the names of the variables or the formulas for
// creating them.
char titles[MaxCharInTitles +1], *ptitles[MAXVAR];
 /* ptitles[i] points to begining of title of ith variable */







xp = 0; sigma = 0; means = 0; rpr = 0; a = 0;
 obnoA = rdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = rdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = rdateC.ObNo();
 nopy = rdateA.freq;
 if((obnoA >= obnoB) || obnoC < obnoB){
 printg("The rdates are bad.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 obs_total = obnoC - obnoA + 1;
 obs_in_regress = obnoB -obnoA +1;
// read the command
 i = 0;
 j = 2;
 // copy the name of the dependent variable.
 while(i < MaxCharInTitles && inbuf[j] != ' ' && inbuf[j] != '=' &&
 inbuf[j] != '\0'&& j < MAXNAMELENGTH){
 titles[i++] = inbuf[j++];
 }
 titles[i++] =',';
 titles[i++] = '\0';
 // look for the = sign
 while(inbuf[j] != '=' && inbuf[j] != '\0'&& j < MAXNAMELENGTH) j++;
 if (inbuf[j++] != '='){




 while(inbuf[j] == ' ' && j < MAXLINE) j++; //skip spaces
 intercept = false;
 if(inbuf[j] != '!') {
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 // Supply intercept
 strcat(titles,"intercept,");
 i = strlen(titles);




 while((cu = inbuf[j++]) != '\n' && cu != '\0' && i < MaxCharInTitles){
 if(cu != ' ')
 titles[i++] = cu;
 }
 if((cu = titles[i-1]) == ',' || cu == '+' || cu == '-' || cu == '*' ||
 cu == '/' ){ // there is more of this r command to follow
 fgets(inbufAsRead,MAXLINE,iin);
 printg("%s\n",inbufAsRead);
 k = 0;
 // Remove the '\n' at the end of s for comparability with what comes from CmdBox.
 while(inbufAsRead[k] != '\n') k++;
 inbufAsRead[k] = '\0';
 // Perform text substitution
 textsubstitute();
 j = 0;
 goto ReadTheCommand;
 }
 titles[i] = '\0';
 pinbuf = inbuf+j-1;
 // Count, index and convert titles to strings
 niv = 0;
 i = 0;
 ptitles[0] = &titles[0];
 while(i<MaxCharInTitles){
 if(titles[i] == '\0') break;
 if(titles[i] == ','){
 titles[i] = '\0';
 niv++;


















































 // Save the current values of pinbuf and fdates
 pinbufsave = pinbuf;
 fdateAsave = fdateA;
 fdateBsave = fdateB;
 // Temporarily replace fdates with rdates to trick rhs().
 fdateA = rdateA;
 fdateB = rdateC;
Now we ready to read variables using rhs().
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// Read in the variables
 for(i = 0; i <= niv; i++){
 if(i == 1 && intercept) {
 for(j = 1;j <= obs_total;j++)
 xp[1][j] = 1.0;
 }
 else {
 pinbuf = ptitles[i];
 rhs(series);
 for(j = 1;j <= obs_total;j++)
 xp[i][j] = series[obnoA+j-1];
 }
 if(i == 0){ // Store the dependent variable in depvar
 for(j=1; j<= nobs_ws; j++)
 depvar[j] = series[j];
 }
 }
 pinbuf = pinbufsave;
 fdateA = fdateAsave;




 printg("The X matrix:\n");
 for(j = 1;j <= obs_total;j++){










17 1 10  5
10 1  5  1 
12 1  0  6
16 1 10  3  
20 1  0 10
The (y X)'(y X) matrix is then
1189.00 75 380 415
75.00 5 25 25
380.00 25 225 85





























Panel1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Row 0 1189.00 75 380 415 0 0 0
Row 1 75.00 5 25 25 1 0 0
Row 2 380.00 25 225 85 0 1 0
Row 3 415.00 25 85 171 0 0 1
Panel 2
Row 4 =  Row 0 – 75*Row 5 64.00 0 5 40 -15 0 0
# Row 5 =( Row 1)/5 15.00 1 5 5 0.2 0 0
Row 6 = Row 2 – 25*Row 5 5.00 0 100 -40 -5 1 0
Row 7 = Row 3 – 25*Row 5 40.00 0 -40 46 -5 0 1
Panel 3
Row 8 = Row4 – 5*Row 10 63.75 0 0 42 -14.75 -0.05 0
Row 9 = Row 5 – 5*Row 10 14.75 1 0 7 0.45 -0.05 0
# Row 10 = ( Row 6)/100 0.05 0 1 -0.4 -0.05 0.01 0
Row 11 =  Row7 +40*Row10 42.00 0 0 30 -7 0.4 1
Panel 4
Row 12 = Row 8 – 42*(Row 15) 4.95 0 0 0 -4.95 -0.61 -1.4
Row 13 = Row 9 – 7*(Row15) 4.95 1 0 0 2.083 -0.143 -0.233
Row 14 = Row 10  + 0.4*(Row15) 0.61 0 1 0 -0.143 0.015 0.013
# Row 15 =  (Row11)/30 1.40 0 0 1 -0.233 0.013 0.033
1189.00 75 380 415
75.00 5 25 25
380.00 25 225 85
415.00 25 85 171
64.00 -15.00 5 40
15.00 0.20 5 5
5.00 -5.00 100 -40
40.00 -5.00 -40 46
63.75 -14.75 -0.05 42
14.75 0.45 -0.05 7
0.05 -0.05 0.01 -0.4
42 -7.00 0.4 30
4.95 -4.950 -0.610 -1.400
4.95 2.083 -0.143 -0.233
0.61 -0.143 0.015 0.013












 // Find the means and check for missing observations
 means = dvector(0,niv);
 deviations = dvector(0,niv);
 for (i = 0;i <= niv; i++){
 means[i] = 0;
 for(j = 1; j <= obs_in_regress;j++){
 if(xp[i][j] == MISSING)
 printg("Missing value in variable %d, observation %d",i,j);
 means[i] += xp[i][j];
 }
 means[i] = means[i]/obs_in_regress;
 }
 // Debug
 for (i = 0; i <= niv; i++)





 // Form the X'X matrix, calling it a.
 a = dmatrix(0,niv,0,niv);
 sigma = vector(0,niv);
rpr = dvector(0,niv);
for (i = 0; i <= niv; i++) {





for (j = 0;j <= niv; j++)
deviations[j] = xp[j][k] - means[j];
for(i = 0;i <=niv; i++){
if(i==1) continue;




for (i = 0; i <= niv; i++) {
for (j = i; j <= niv; j++)
a[j][i] = a[i][j];
}
for (i = 0; i <= niv; i++)
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sigma[i] = safesqrt(a[i][i]/obs_in_regress);
/* fix the 1'th row and column of 'a' as they would be after
the pivot on the intercept. */






else{ /* no intercept */
for(i = 0;i <=niv; i++) {











inline double safesqrt(const double f){
if(f < 0) return MISSING;



















// Compute predicted values, residuals, Durbin-Watson, rho
 for(i=1; i<=nobs_ws; i++){
 predic[i] = MISSING;
 }
// Calculate predicted values, Mean Absolute Percentage Error (mape),
// Autocorrelation of errors (rho), and Durbin-Watson statistic (dw)
 float dw,resid,lresid,pred,ssr,rho,mape,rsq,rbarsq;
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 mape = 0.;
 ssr = 0;
 dw = 0;
for (i = 1;i <= obs_in_regress; i++){
pred = 0;
for (j = 1; j <= niv; j++)
pred += a[j][0]*xp[j][i];
// Align with workspace bank
predic[i+obnoA-1] = pred;










 // Durbin-Watson statistic
 if(ssr > 0.) dw /= ssr;
else dw = 2;
rho = 1.- 0.5*dw;
// Mean absolute percentage error
mape /= obs_in_regress;
 // Print regression results
 float mexval,student, norresid, sigma_sq, see, elas;
 // ssr = Sum of Squared Residuals
 sigma_sq = ssr/(obs_in_regress - niv);
 see = safesqrt(ssr/obs_in_regress);
 rsq = 1. - ssr/rpr[1];
 // Print the results.
 // Center the title
 j = (MAXCHARINTITLE - strlen(title))/2;
 for(i=1;i<j;i++)
 buf[i] = ' ';
 buf[0] =':'; buf[j] = '\0';
 printg("%s",buf);
 printg(" %s \n",title);
 printg("SEE = %10.1f RSQ = %8.3f RHO = %8.3f DW = %8.3f\n",see,rsq,rho,dw);
 printg(" Variable name RegCoef Mexval Elas NorRes Means\n");
 for (i = 1;i <= niv;i++){
 mexval =100.*(safesqrt(1.+ (a[i][0]*a[i][0]/
(a[i][i]*a[0][0])))-1.);
student = a[i][0]/safesqrt(a[i][i]*sigma_sq);
elas = norresid = 0;
if(means[0]!=0) elas = a[i][0]*means[i]/means[0];
if(rpr[niv] > 0) norresid = rpr[i]/rpr[niv];
if(norresid > 9999.99) norresid = 9999.99;
printg(" %2d %-20s ",i,ptitles[i]);
printg(" %10.5f %7.1f",a[i][0],mexval);
printg(" %6.2f %7.2f %9.2f\n",elas,norresid,means[i]);
 //if(i == 0 && showt) printg(" %7.3f",student);
}
 // Put the predicted values, residuals, and dependent variable into the workspace.
 // Prototype: 
// short addseries(char *nam, float *series, short nopy, char wrindex_flag, short SeriesLength);
 err = addseries("depvar",depvar,nopy,'y' ,nobs_ws);
 err = addseries("predic",predic,nopy,'y',nobs_ws);
 // Release the memory we grabbed for matrices and vectors.
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int inversion(float **xp,double **a,double *means,int niv,
char *ptitles[],int obs_in_regress, int obs_total,int intercept,
float *sigma, float *vresid,int nStackedReg, double *rpr){
int i,j,k,err;
double pivot;
if(intercept >= 0) rpr[intercept] = a[0][0]; /* rpr = r'r is sum of squared resids */
for (i = intercept+1;i<=niv;i++){
/* divide pivot row by pivot element */
if(a[i][i] <= 0){






for (j = 0;j<=niv;j++)
a[i][j] = a[i][j]*pivot;
/* row reduce non-pivot rows */















. . . .
// in rcmd.cpp
short rcmd();
int inversion(float **xp,double **a,double *means,int niv,
char *ptitles[],int obs_in_regress, int obs_total,bool intercept,
float *sigma, float *vresid,int nStackedReg, double *rpr);
In the select() routine in the GwxMain.cpp file, we need to insert
 else if(strncmp(s,"title", std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = titlecmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"subtitle",std::max(len,5)) == 0) err = subtitlecmd();




rdates 2009q1 2011q4 2011q4
ti Total Coal Use
r CoalTotal = CoalOthInd, CoalCoke
The program will then print the following results:
: Total Coal Use 
SEE = 15912.4 RSQ = 0.955 RHO = -0.180 DW = 2.361 
 Variable name RegCoef Mexval Elas NorRes Means 
 1 intercept 5576.35327 0.5 0.02 22.04 1.00 
 2 CoalOthInd 20.19598 103.4 0.93 1.01 11736.50 
 3 CoalCoke 2.31170 0.4 0.04 1.00 4821.00 
We cannot yet graph the fit of the regression, but we can show it numerically:
tdates 2009q1 2011q4 
type depvar 
Here is depvar: 
2009q1 254383.000 231110.000 259621.000 252363.000 
2010q1 264939.000 247344.000 286361.000 249870.000 
2011q1 253541.000 240611.000 278638.000 226233.000 
type predic 
Here is predic: 
2009q1 259609.656 226346.781 237868.453 249070.234 
2010q1 271273.625 258565.781 266357.312 270286.500 
2011q1 269797.031 240923.875 243624.406 251290.375 
f resid = depvar - predic 
type resid 
Here is resid: 
2009q1 -5226.656 4763.219 21752.547 3292.766 
2010q1 -6334.625 -11221.781 20003.688 -20416.500 















































 else if(strncmp(s,"fdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = fdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"rdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = rdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"gdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = gdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"data",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = datacmd();
In this file, also add this code:
// Store dates for the graph command
short gdatescmd(){
 long obnoA, obnoB, obnoC;
 int length;
 char freqA,freqB, freqC, s[100];
 short rtn;
 chopdate(s); // Use the special version of chop() for reading dates.
 length = strlen(s);
 // If no arguments follow the command, display the dates and observation numbers.
 if(length <= 1){
 obnoA = gdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = gdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = gdateC.ObNo();
 gdateA.Display();
 printg("gdateA is observation number %d in workspace\n", obnoA);
 gdateB.Display();
 printg("gdateB is observation number %d in workspace\n", obnoB);
 rdateC.Display();




// Set the value of gdateA
 printg("gdateA input %s\n",s);
 gdateA.set(s);
 freqA = gdateA.freq;
// Set the value of gdateB
 chopdate(s);
 printg("gdateB input %s\n",s);
 gdateB.set(s);
 freqB = gdateB.freq;
// Set the value of gdateC
 rtn = chopdate(s);
 if(rtn == 'e') gdateC = gdateB;
 else gdateC.set(s);




 if(gdateA.freq != gdateB.freq || gdateA.freq != gdateC.freq) {




 //Check the observation numbers implied by these dates.
 obnoA = gdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = gdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = gdateC.ObNo();
 rtn = OK;
 if(obnoA >= obnoB || obnoB > obnoC){
 printg("Your gdates are not in increasing order!\n");
 rtn = ERR;
 }
 if( obnoA < 0 || obnoA > nobs_ws){
 printg("Your gdateA is outside the range you set for the workspace. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n");
 rtn = ERR;
 }
 if( obnoA > NOMAX){
 printg("Your gdateA is outside the range (0 to %d) Gwx is set to handle. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n"), NOMAX;
 }
 if( obnoB < 0 || obnoB > nobs_ws){
 printg("Your gdateB is outside the range you set for the workspace. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n");
 rtn = ERR;
 }
 if( obnoB > NOMAX){
 printg("Your gdateB is outside the range (0 to %d) Gwx is set to handle. If you use it, Gwx will crash.\n", NOMAX);
 rtn = ERR;
 }
 if (obnoC-obnoA + 1 > MaxRegObs){































#define MAXCHARINLEGEND 60 //Maximum characters in the graph legend for any one line.




GLOBAL unsigned short indx[MAXNAMES];
GLOBAL short jahrba, nobs, nopy, nobs_ws, freqdefault;
GLOBAL char FirstMonthCovered;
// nseries is numer of series in the workspace bank
// ngrseries is the number of series to be graphaed
GLOBAL unsigned short nseries, ngrseries;
GLOBAL FILE *pbank, *ipbank; //for the workspace ws.bnk and ws.ind files
GLOBAL FILE *iin;
GLOBAL char keyboard; // 'y' when input is from keyboard; 'n' when input is from a file.
GLOBAL float **xp; //xp is where the matrix of observations for regression or graphing is stored







 else if(strncmp(s,"fdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = fdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"rdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = rdatescmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"gdates",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = gdatescmd();
 else if(strcmp(s,"gr") == 0) err = graphcmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"vrange",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = vrangecmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"legend",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = legendcmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"data",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = datacmd();
Here is the code for reading in the vertical range controls.
// vrangecmd reads a specification of the vertical range for a graph.
// vrflag = 0 means no vertical range has been set.
// vrflag = 1 means only the bottom of the graph has been set.







 i = 0;
 while(i <= 10){
 choprtn = chopnumber(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n'){
 vrange[i++] = atof(datum); // Convert ASCII string to floating point number
 }
 else if(choprtn == 'e'){
 if(i== 0){
 // Display current values
 if(vrflag == 0){




 for (j = 0;j < vrflag; j++)











 else if(choprtn == 'a'){
 if(strcmp(datum,"off")== 0){










 // Check that the points are increasing
 if(vrflag > 0){
 last = vrange[0];
 for(i = 1; i < vrflag; i++){
 if(vrange[i] <= last){
 printg("Vertical range points must be strictly increasing. Point # %d is not.\n", i+1);
 vrflag = 0;
 break;
 }




























//legendcmd() reads the legend to be written under graphs.
/* legends may be given for up to four lines.
The input format is
legend |<legend 1>|[legend 2]|[legend 3]|[legend 4]
For example
 legend |Coal used for coke|Coal used for Electrical Generation
*/
short legendcmd(){
 short i,j, choprtn;
 char letter, s[80];
 choprtn = chop(s);
 if(choprtn == '|'){ // the normal way for a legend command to begin
 legendcount = 1;
 i = 0; // character number in the line read
 j = 0; // letter number in legend
 while(i<MAXCHARINLEGEND){
 letter = *pinbuf++;
 if(letter != '|' && letter != '\0'){ // just a normal letter in a legend
 Legend[legendcount -1][j++] = letter;
 }
 else if(letter == '|'){ // start a new legend
 Legend[legendcount -1][j] = '\0';
 legendcount++;
 j = 0;
 if(legendcount > 4){





 else if(letter == '\0'){ // end of the input line





 // We have either an "off" or a bad legend command.
 if(choprtn == 'a'){
 if(strcmp(s,"off") == 0){






 printg("legend | <first legend> | <second legend> \n");
 printg("up to four legends\n");




 if(choprtn == 'e'){









































// ngrseries is the number of series to be graphaed
GLOBAL unsigned ngrseries;
GLOBAL float **zp; //zp is where the data for graphs is stored
GLOBAL float GraphRange[2];
We now begin the graph.cpp file as follows:





 short obnoA,obnoB, obnoC; //obno = observation number
 short nopy; // number of observations per year
 short grrtn = ERR; // Return value of this routine.
 // The regression is done between obnoA and obnoB; predicted values are
 // calculatedout to obnoC
int err;
 // niv = number of independent variables
// intercept = 0 if there is no intercept; otherwise 1.
 char s[MAXNAMELENGTH], buf[MAXCHARINTITLE/2];
int i,j,k,obs_total, obs_in_regress;
unsigned short MaxCharInTitles = 5*MAXLINE;
// titles will become the names of the variables or the formulas for
// creating them.
char titles[MaxCharInTitles +1], *ptitles[MAXVAR];
 /* ptitles[i] points to begining of the title of ith variable */







 obnoA = gdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = gdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = gdateC.ObNo();
 nopy = gdateA.freq;
 
 obs_total = obnoC - obnoA + 1;
 obs_in_regress = obnoB -obnoA +1;
// Read the command
 i = 0; // index of where the character will be put in titles
 j = 2; // index of where the character is read from in inbuf
 while(inbuf[j] == ' ' && j < MAXLINE) j++; //skip spaces
 ReadTheCommand:
 while((cu = inbuf[j++]) != '\n' && cu != '\0' && i < MaxCharInTitles){
 if(cu != ' ') titles[i++] = cu;
 }
 // Check to see if there is more of the gr command to read on the next line
 if((cu = titles[i-1]) == ',' || cu == '+' || cu == '-' || cu == '*' ||




 k = 0;
 // Remove the '\n' at the end of s for comparability with what comes from CmdBox.
 while(inbufAsRead[k] != '\n') k++;
 inbufAsRead[k] = '\0';
 // Perform text substitution
 textsubstitute();
 j = 0;
 goto ReadTheCommand;
 }
 titles[i] = '\0';
 pinbuf = inbuf+j-1;
 // Count, index and convert titles to strings
 ngrseries = 0;
 i = 0;
 ptitles[0] = &titles[0];
 while(i<MaxCharInTitles){
 if(titles[i] == '\0') break;
 if(titles[i] == ','){
 titles[i] = '\0';
 ngrseries++;





 // Create the zp matrix
 // Prototype:float **matrix(int nrl, int nrh, int ncl, int nch);
 // nrl = number of first (low) row; nrh = number of last (high) row
 zp = matrix(1,ngrseries,1,obs_total);
 float *series;
 series = vector(1,nobs_ws);
 // Save the current values of pinbuf and fdates
 pinbufsave = pinbuf;
 fdateAsave = fdateA;
 fdateBsave = fdateB;
 // Temporarily replace fdates with gdates to trick rhs().
 fdateA = gdateA;
 fdateB = gdateC;
 // Read in the variables
 for(i = 1; i <= ngrseries; i++){
 pinbuf = ptitles[i-1]; // ptitles began at 0.
 rhs(series);
 for(j = 1;j <= obs_total;j++)
 zp[i][j] = series[obnoA+j-1];
 }
 // Restore pinbuf and fdates
 pinbuf = pinbufsave;
 fdateA = fdateAsave;
 fdateB = fdateBsave;
 // Debug
 printg("The matrix of series to be graphed:\n");
 for(j = 1;j <= obs_total;j++){

















 // Find the highest and lowest points or trim to fit the specified vrange.
 float high, low;
 if (vrflag == 0 || vrflag == 1){
 low = zp[1][1];
 if(vrflag == 1)
 low = vrange[0];
 high = low;
 for(j = 1;j <= obs_total;j++){
 for(i = 1; i <= ngrseries; i++){
 if (zp[i][j] > high) high = zp[i][j];
 else if (zp[i][j] < low) low = zp[i][j];
 }
 }
 // Fill in values of vrange in the vrflag = 0 or 1 case.
 // Note that we do NOT change vrflag itself.
 vrange[0] = low;
 vrange[1] = low +0.5*(high - low);
 vrange[2] = high;
 }
 else { // A vertical range with two or more points has been given; clip the data accordingly.
 low = vrange[0];
 high = vrange[vrflag-1];
 for(i = 1; i <= ngrseries; i++){
 if (zp[i][j] > high) zp[i][j] = high;






 GraphRange[0] = low;
 GraphRange[1] = high;
The graphcmd() function now concludes with a few statements:


















































BoxSizer1 = new wxBoxSizer(wxHORIZONTAL);
Panel1 = new wxPanel(this, ID_PANEL1, wxDefaultPosition, wxSize(400,225), wxTAB_TRAVERSAL|wxFULL_REPAINT_ON_RESIZE, _T("ID_PANEL1"));




















 wxPaintDC dc( Panel1 );




































DesCartes I – Initial Version of the Graphing Program
void DesCartes(wxDC &dc,wxSize &sz){
// clear the dc to white
dc.SetBrush(*wxWHITE_BRUSH);
dc.Clear();
 // Put the title at the top
 dc.SetTextForeground( *wxBLACK);
 // Adjust the point size of the font to the height of the window
 int PointSize = 0.05*sz.y;
 //Create a PointSize serif font, that is not bold, not italic, not underlined
 wxFont DesCartesFont(PointSize,wxFONTFAMILY_ROMAN,wxNORMAL,wxNORMAL,false);
 // Tell dc to use this font
 dc.SetFont(DesCartesFont);
 wxCoord textwidth, textheight;
 wxString text(title, wxConvUTF8);
 dc.GetTextExtent(text, &textwidth, &textheight);
 // left is where the text should start
 int left = wxMax((sz.x - textwidth)/2,0);
 // Put upper left corner of "text" at (left,2)
 dc.DrawText(text,left,2);










// Draw a Black Rectangle
dc.SetPen(myBlackPen);
 // Our rectangle's dimensions
 wxCoord w = 0.90*sz.x , h = 0.80*sz.y;
 // Locate the top left corner of the rectangle
 int x = 0.07*sz.x;
 int y = 0.09*sz.y;
 wxRect rectToDraw(x, y, w, h);
 dc.DrawRectangle(rectToDraw);
 float VerticalScale,HorizontalInterval;
 VerticalScale = h/(GraphRange[1]-GraphRange[0]);
 HorizontalInterval = w/(gdateC.ObNo()-gdateA.ObNo());
 short obnoA,obnoB,obnoC,nopy,obs_total,obs_in_regress;
 obnoA = gdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = gdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = gdateC.ObNo();
 nopy = gdateA.freq;
 obs_total = obnoC - obnoA + 1;
 obs_in_regress = obnoB -obnoA +1;
 // Graph the series
 float startx,starty,endx,endy;// beginning and end of a line segment
 short i,j;
 for (i = 1; i <= ngrseries; i++){
 if(i == 1) dc.SetPen(myRedPen);
 else if(i == 2) dc.SetPen(myBluePen);
 else if(i == 3) dc.SetPen(myGreenPen);
 else dc.SetPen(myBlackPen);
 endx = x; // start on vertical line
 endy = y + h -(zp[i][1] - GraphRange[0])*VerticalScale;;
 for(j = 2;j<= obs_total;j++){
 startx = endx;
 starty = endy;
 endx += HorizontalInterval;




















void DesCartes(wxDC &dc,wxSize &sz){
 int i;
 // clear the dc to white
dc.SetBrush(*wxWHITE_BRUSH);
dc.Clear();






// Adjust the point size of the font for the title to the height of the window
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 int PointSize = 0.05*sz.y;
 //Create a PointSize serif font, that is not bold, not italic, not underlined
 wxFont TitleFont(PointSize,wxFONTFAMILY_ROMAN,wxNORMAL,wxNORMAL,false);
 // Tell dc to use this font
 dc.SetFont(TitleFont);
 wxCoord TitleWidth, TitleHeight;
In the next line, title is just an ordinary, 0­terminated C string, while text has been converted to
a Unicode string for display on the graph.
 wxString text(title, wxConvUTF8);





 // left is where the text should start
 int left = wxMax((sz.x - TitleWidth)/2,0);
 int down = .003*sz.y;
 // Put upper left corner of "text" at (left,2)
 dc.DrawText(text,left,down);
// Put the subtitle below it.
 PointSize = 0.03*sz.y;
 wxFont SubtitleFont(PointSize,wxFONTFAMILY_ROMAN,wxNORMAL,wxNORMAL,false);
 // Tell dc to use this font
 dc.SetFont(SubtitleFont);
 wxCoord SubtitleWidth, SubtitleHeight;
 wxString subtext(subtitle, wxConvUTF8);
 dc.GetTextExtent(subtext, &SubtitleWidth, &SubtitleHeight);
 if(SubtitleHeight > 0){
 // left is where the subtext should start
 left = wxMax((sz.x - SubtitleWidth)/2,0);
 // Put upper left corner of "text" at (left,2)
 dc.DrawText(subtext,left,TitleHeight+down);
 }
// Figure out the width of the vertical axis labels.
// This must be done before the rectangle can be drawn into which the graph will be drawn.
 char level[20];
 PointSize = .03*sz.y;
 sprintf(level,"%1.0f",GraphRange[1]);
 wxString dclevel(level, wxConvUTF8);
 wxFont ScaleFont(PointSize,wxFONTFAMILY_ROMAN,wxNORMAL,wxNORMAL,false);
 dc.SetFont(ScaleFont);
 wxCoord LableWidth, LableHeight;
 dc.GetTextExtent(dclevel, &LableWidth, &LableHeight);
The x in the following line locates the vertical axis on the graph and becomes fundamental
for the rest of the graph.
 int x = LableWidth + 4;
wxColor Black(0,0,0);
wxPen myBlackPen(Black,2,wxSOLID);
// Draw a Black Rectangle
dc.SetPen(myBlackPen);
 // Our rectangle dimensions
 wxCoord w = sz.x - x- 20, h = sz.y - down-TitleHeight -SubtitleHeight -3.5*LableHeight;
 if(legendcount == 0) h += LableHeight;
 // Locate top left corner of rectangle
 // int y = 0.09*sz.y;
 int y = down+TitleHeight+SubtitleHeight+0.5*LableHeight;
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 wxRect rectToDraw(x, y, w, h);
 dc.DrawRectangle(rectToDraw);
// Label and mark the vertical axis
 int NumberOfVerticalIntervals;
 NumberOfVerticalIntervals = vrflag -1;
 //Label at least the top, bottom, and midpoint
 if(vrflag <= 1) NumberOfVerticalIntervals = 2;
 float VerticalScale = h/(GraphRange[1] - GraphRange[0]);
 float startx,starty,endx,endy,rightStartx, rightEndx;// beginning and end of a line segment
 for(i = 0;i <= NumberOfVerticalIntervals; i++){
 sprintf(level,"%1.0f",vrange[i]);
 wxString dclevel(level, wxConvUTF8);
 dc.DrawText(dclevel,2,y - 0.5*LableHeight + h - VerticalScale*(vrange[i] - GraphRange[0]));
 // Mark the scale
 startx = x;
 endx = x+.02*sz.x + 1;
 rightStartx = x+w - .02*sz.x -1;
 rightEndx = x + w;
 starty = y+h -VerticalScale*(vrange[i] - GraphRange[0]);
 endy = starty;



















 HorizontalInterval = double(w)/(gdateC.ObNo()-gdateA.ObNo()+1);
 short obnoA,obnoB,obnoC,nopy,obs_total,obs_in_regress;
 obnoA = gdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = gdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = gdateC.ObNo();
 nopy = gdateA.freq;
 obs_total = obnoC - obnoA + 1;
 obs_in_regress = obnoB -obnoA +1;
 // In order to write the legend, we need to know the height of the dates,
 // which will be above the legend.
 PointSize = 0.03*sz.y;
 //Create a PointSize serif font, that is not bold, not italic, not underlined
 wxFont DatesFont(PointSize,wxFONTFAMILY_ROMAN,wxNORMAL,wxNORMAL,false);
 // Tell dc to use this font
 dc.SetFont(DatesFont);




 wxString year(date, wxConvUTF8);
 dc.GetTextExtent(year, &DateWidth, &DateHeight);
// Establish Variables for writing the legends
 wxCoord LegendWidth, LegendHeight;
 LegendWidth = 0;




// Graph the series
 short j,legendstart;
 legendstart = 2;
 for (i = 1; i <= ngrseries; i++){
 if(i == 1) dc.SetPen(myRedPen);
 else if(i == 2) dc.SetPen(myBluePen);
 else if(i == 3) dc.SetPen(myGreenPen);
 else dc.SetPen(myBlackPen);
 endx = x + 0.5*HorizontalInterval; // start in middle of first interval
 endy = y + h -(zp[i][1] - GraphRange[0])*VerticalScale;;
 for(j = 2;j<= obs_total;j++){
 startx = endx;
 starty = endy;
 endx += HorizontalInterval;
 endy = y + h -(zp[i][j] - GraphRange[0])*VerticalScale;
 dc.DrawLine(startx,starty,endx,endy);
 }
 // Add Legend at bottom
 if(legendcount > 0){
 // Tell dc to use the Legend font
 dc.SetFont(LegendFont);
 for(j = 0; j < MAXCHARINLEGEND; j++){
 thislegend[j] = Legend[i-1][j];
 if(thislegend[j] == '\0') break;
 }
 wxString LegendText(thislegend, wxConvUTF8);
 dc.GetTextExtent(LegendText, &LegendWidth, &LegendHeight);
 if(LegendHeight > 0){
 startx = legendstart;
 endx = startx + .10*sz.x;
 starty = y+h + 0.01*sz.y + 1.1*DateHeight + .7*LegendHeight -3;
 endy = starty;
 dc.DrawLine(startx,starty,endx,endy);
 legendstart = endx+0.02*sz.x;
 dc.DrawText(LegendText,endx +0.02*sz.x,starty-.7*LegendHeight+3);





 // Mark horizontal scale
 dc.SetPen(myBlackPen);
 starty = y+h -1; // the horizontal axis
 endy = starty - .015*sz.y;
 startx = x;
 for (j = 2; j <= obs_total;j++){
 startx = x + (j-1)*HorizontalInterval;









 // With quarterly data, mark year divisions
 // and label horizontal axis.
 short first_year, last_year;
 first_year = gdateA.year;
 last_year = gdateC.year;
 if(gdateA.freq == 4){
 starty -= 1; // improves the look of the graph
 wxPen myWidePen(Black,3,wxSOLID);
 dc.SetPen(myWidePen);
 endy = starty - 0.03*sz.y;
 i = 0;
 while (i+4 < obs_total){
 startx = (i+5 - gdateA.period)*HorizontalInterval +x;
 endx = startx;
 dc.DrawLine(startx,starty,endx,endy);
 i += 4;
 }
 // *** Write the years on the scale ***
 // Tell dc to use the DatesFont defined above.
 int range = last_year - first_year;
 for (i = first_year; i <= last_year; i++){
 sprintf(date,"%4d",i);
 wxString year(date, wxConvUTF8);
 dc.GetTextExtent(year, &textwidth, &textheight);
 // left is where the text should start
 left = x + 4.*(i - first_year)*HorizontalInterval + 
2.*HorizontalInterval - 0.5*textwidth;
 // Put upper left corner of "text" at (left,)
 if(range <= 10) dc.DrawText(year,left,y+h + 0.01*sz.y);
 else if (i%5 == 0) dc.DrawText(year,left,y+h + 0.01*sz.y);
 }
 } // End of marking the horizontal axis with quarterly data
 // With monthly data, mark year divisions
 // and label horizontal axis.
 if(gdateA.freq == 12){
 starty -= 1; // improves the look of the graph
 wxPen myWidePen(Black,3,wxSOLID);
 dc.SetPen(myWidePen);
 endy = starty - 0.03*sz.y;
 i = 0;
 i = gdateA.period;
 i = 13 - i; // How far to first December
 while (i <= obs_total){
 startx = i*HorizontalInterval +x;
 endx = startx;
 dc.DrawLine(startx,starty,endx,endy);
 i += 12;
 }
 // Write years
 if(gdateA.period != 1) first_year++;
 if(gdateC.period != 12) last_year--;
 i = 13 - gdateA.period;
 int skip = i*HorizontalInterval;
 for (i = first_year; i <= last_year; i++){
 sprintf(date,"%4d",i);
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 wxString year(date, wxConvUTF8);
 dc.GetTextExtent(year, &textwidth, &textheight);
 // left is where the text should start
 left = x + skip + 12.*(i - first_year)*HorizontalInterval + 
6.*HorizontalInterval - 0.5*textwidth;
 // Put upper left corner of "text" at (left,)
 dc.DrawText(year,left,y+h + 0.01*sz.y);
 }
 }
 // With annual data, mark 5 year divisions and write year labels every five years
 if(gdateA.freq == 1){
 starty -= 1; // improves the look of the graph
 wxPen myWidePen(Black,3,wxSOLID);
 dc.SetPen(myWidePen);
 endy = starty - 0.03*sz.y;
 i = gdateA.year % 5;
 i = 5 -i;
 // i is how many intervals we must move to the right to get to the
 // beginning of a five-year period.
 while (i < obs_total){
 startx = i*HorizontalInterval +x;
 endx = startx;
 dc.DrawLine(startx,starty,endx,endy);
 i += 5;
 }
 // *** Write the years on the scale ***
 // Tell dc to use the DatesFont defined above.
 dc.SetFont(DatesFont);
 wxCoord textwidth, textheight;
 short first_year, last_year;
 first_year = gdateA.year;
 last_year = gdateC.year;
 int range = last_year - first_year;
 for (i = first_year; i <= last_year; i++){
 sprintf(date,"%4d",i);
 wxString year(date, wxConvUTF8);
 dc.GetTextExtent(year, &textwidth, &textheight);
 // left is where the text should start
 left = x + (i - first_year +.5)*HorizontalInterval - 0.5*textwidth;
 // Put upper left corner of "text" at (left,)
 if(range <= 10) dc.DrawText(year,left,y+h + 0.01*sz.y);
 else if (i%5 == 0) dc.DrawText(year,left,y+h + 0.01*sz.y);
 }

























 choprtn = chop(s);
 if (choprtn != 'a'){









 else if (strncmp(s,"bank",max(len,2))== 0 || strcmp(s,"b")==0) err = bankcmd('w');
 else if (strncmp(s,"gname",max(len,2))== 0) err = gnamecmd();




















 GraphDialog *dlg = new GraphDialog(NULL);
 dlg->ShowModal();
 // Save the graph
 /* To save our drawing to a file, we first create a bitmap, then
a memory DC, then hand the bitmap to the memory DC to use as
paper to draw on, then have DesCartes draw on it, then free the
bitmap from the DC, then make it write itself as a .png file.
 */
// Create a bitmap 2000 pixels wide and 1236 pixels high, approximate golden rectangle.
// Call it "paper" because we will write on it.
 wxBitmap *paper = new wxBitmap( 2000,1236);
// Create a memory Device Context
 wxMemoryDC memDC;
// Tell memDC to write on “paper”.
 memDC.SelectObject( *paper );
// Set up sz to give DesCartes the size of paper.
 wxSize sz;
 sz.x = 2000;
 sz.y = 1236;
// Call Descartes to draw our picture on memDC
 DesCartes(memDC,sz);
// Tell memDC to write on a fake bitmap;
// this frees up "paper" so that it can write itself to a file.
 memDC.SelectObject( wxNullBitmap );
// Put the contents of "paper” into a png file.
 wxString wxGraphName = wxString::FromAscii(GraphName);
 paper->SaveFile(wxGraphName,wxBITMAP_TYPE_PNG,(wxPalette*)NULL);






















































































































class DataBank { // Abstract data bank class.
protected:
char *classname;
char *bnkname, *indname, *bnktitle;
char banktype;
short opened; // 1 if open, otherwise 0.






DataBank(DataBank& db); // Copy constructor.
DataBank(void);
/* The next line of code makes getser() a "pure virtual" function. No body of the
 function is provided; the body is represented by the "=0;" -- a C++ convention.
 The presence of this pure virtual function makes DataBank an "abstract" class.
 We cannot declare an instance of it, but we can derive a class from it, say GBank,
 redefine getser() in GBank, and declare an instance of it. 
*/
virtual short getser(char *nam,float *f,short SeriesLength=-1)=0;
unsigned short Getnseries(void){return nseries;} 
short Setnseries(short n){return nseries=n;}
unsigned short Getnopy(void) {return nopy;}
short Setnopy(unsigned short npy){return(nopy = npy);}
unsigned short Getnobs(void) {return nobs;}
short SetBaseYr(unsigned short yr) {jahra=yr;return 0;}
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short Setstper(short n){stper=n;return 0;}
short Getstper(void) {return stper;}
// some cheap inline definitions of virtual functions that may or may not get improved.
virtual unsigned short GetBaseYr(void){return jahra;}
virtual short showcmd(char *s, FILE* iin){return(1);}
 virtual float **Getnmvec(void){return(0);}
 virtual short loadcmd(char *s,char view, float line){return(0);}
virtual short storecmd(){return(0);}
 virtual long findname(char *name){return(0);}
 virtual long Getnrows(int i){return(0);}// for finding rows of Vam element i
 virtual long Getncols(int i){return(0);}
 virtual char GetElementType(int i){return(0);} // for Vam Files
virtual short ListNames()=0; // Display the names of series in this bank.
virtual short Announce(short bankno=0);
 short IsOpen(void){return (opened==1); }
short IsErr(void) {return (opened==-1); }
char *Getclassname(void){return classname;}
char *Getbnkname(void) {return bnkname;}
char *Getindname(void){return indname;}
char *Getbnktitle(void){return bnktitle;}
virtual char *Setbnktitle(const char *s);
char Getbanktype(void){return banktype;}
// This is an abstract base class, and therefore *must* have a virtual destructor:
virtual ~DataBank(){}
 };








// GBANK.H -- Class declarations for a standard G data bank.
#if !defined(GBANK_H)
#define GBANK_H 1





short jahra; //base year of all series in the bank
short stper; //starting period within the base year, usually 1






















class GBank : public DataBank {
// GBank: Object to handle transactions with simple GBank file.
protected:








char cnpy; // number of observations per year; 13 for daily data; changed by each getser call.
// constructors
GBank(void); // default constructor
// copy constructor:
GBank(GBank&);
 // The following constructor defaults to "Read", but can also be "ReadWrite"
GBank(const char *rootname, const char *status="Read",
 short BaseYr=1965, short nobserv=200, short stper=1, short silent=0); // ** Gwx //
virtual char *Setbnktitle(const char *s);
// destructor 
~GBank(); // ** Gwx //
short AssignBank(const char *rootname); // Assign an already constructed bank.
// Reading and writing of the index file.
short windex(void);
short rindex(void); // ** Gwx //
// Put and get series
 int addser(char *nam, float *f, char wrindex_flag='y', short SeriesLength=-1);
virtual short getser(char *nam, float *f, short SeriesLength=-1); // ** Gwx //
// Display the names of the series in the bank.
virtual short ListNames(); // ** Gwx //
short findname(char *gname); // ** Gwx //
 char* GetName(int loc,char *gname); 
short flush(void);
 int delser(char *gname);
 short rename(char *oldname, char *newname);
 short DelRen(char Status, char*oldname, char *newname=NULL);
 // inline functions
short Getnobs(void) {return nobs;};









using namespace std; // for max and min
/*==========================================================================*/
/* The GBank constructor.
 This multifunction constructor has been borrowed unchanged from G7, and is more
 general than is initially needed for Gwx because we will keep our workspace constructor.
 The first argument gives the root (excluding the .bnk) of the filename of the bank
 to be opened. The second argument, FileStatus, tells how the bank is to be opened.
 If FileStatus == "Read", the program will open an existing bank for reading only.
 This is the default, as specified in the function's declaration in GBank.h:
 GBank(const char *rootname, const char *status="Read",
 short BaseYr=1965, short nobserv=200, short stper=1, short silent=0);
 So if called with just the first argument, the constructor will open an existing bank
 for reading only. That is the only use we will initially make of it in Gwx.
 = = = =
 A few comments not immediately relevant for Gwx:
For a new file, use FileStatus="New".
For a file being assigned as a G workspace bank, use FileStatus = "ReadWrite".
nobserv = maximum number of observations
st = period of first observation in base year, normally 1
silent = 1 shuts off some debugging print
*/
GBank::GBank(const char *rootname, const char *FileStatus, short BaseYr,








 if(strcmp(FileStatus,"Read")==0){ // For normal opening of an assigned bank.
 strcpy(FileOptions,"rb"); // rb = open an existing binary file for reading only.
 status='r';
 }
 else if(strcmp(FileStatus,"New")==0){ // For creating an empty workspace bank.
 strcpy(FileOptions,"w+b"); // w+b = Create a binary file for both reading and writing.
 jahra = Hdr.jahra = BaseYr;
 nobs = Hdr.nobs = nobserv;




 else if(strcmp(FileStatus,"ReadWrite")==0){ // Open an existing bank as the workspace bank.
















 /* Open .bnk file and initialize. */
 strcpy(fname,rootname);
 strcat(fname,".bnk");
 bnkname= new char[strlen(fname)+1];
 strcpy(bnkname,fname);
 if(status != 'n'){ // Read existing file data
if( (pbank = fopen(bnkname,FileOptions)) == 0 ||
 (fread( (void*)&Hdr,sizeof(Hdr),1,pbank))== 0){
 printg("Failed to open %s\n",bnkname);
 banktype = 'x';
 goto failure;
 }
 jahra = Hdr.jahra;
 jahra = (jahra<1900)?jahra+1900:jahra;
 stper = Hdr.stper;
 nobs = Hdr.nobs;
 bnktitle = new char[strlen(Hdr.bnktitle)+1];
 strcpy(bnktitle,Hdr.bnktitle);
 }
 else { // For a new, empty file. Write new file data
if((pbank = fopen(bnkname,FileOptions)) == 0 ||
 (fwrite( (void*)&Hdr,sizeof(Hdr),1,pbank))== 0){
 printg("Could not open new file %s.\n",bnkname);
 banktype = 'x';
 goto failure;
 }
 bnktitle = new char[strlen(Hdr.bnktitle)+1];
 strcpy(bnktitle,Hdr.bnktitle);
 }
 // Open the .ind file and initialize.
 strcpy(fname,rootname);
 strcat(fname,".ind");
 indname= new char[strlen(fname)+1];
 strcpy(indname,fname);
 if((ipbank = fopen(indname,FileOptions)) == 0){
 printg("Could not open index file %s.\r\n",indname);
 goto failure;
 }
 posit = 0;
 if((fseek(ipbank,posit,0)) != 0){ // position at begining of file
 printg("Could not position to beginning of index file.\r\n");
 goto failure;
 }
 if(status=='n'){ // New File
 nseries=0;
 if((fwrite(&nseries,sizeof(short),1,ipbank)) == 0){ // write the number of series
 printg("Unable to write number of series to index file.\r\n");
 goto failure;
 }




 ncin=0; // ncin = number of characters in names
 //ncm = NCMAX; chk
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 names = new char[NCMAX];
 strcpy(names,"");
 }
 else{ // Existing file
 if((fread(&nseries,sizeof(short),1,ipbank)) == 0){ // read the number of series




 indx = new unsigned short[NSMAX];
 }
 else{
 indx = new unsigned short[nseries+1];
 }
 // Read the pointer but allow and empty bank to be opened with error.
 if(nseries!=0 && (fread(indx,sizeof(short),nseries+1,ipbank)) == 0){
  printg("Could not read the pointer (indx) to names.\r\n");
 goto failure;
 }
 if(indx[nseries] > 65534 ){
 printg("Overflow in Gbank constructor.\r\n");
 goto failure;
 }
 ncin = indx[nseries]+1;
 if(status=='+')
 names = new char[NCMAX];
 else
 names = new char[ncin];
 if(nseries != 0 && (fread(names,1,ncin,ipbank)) == 0){ // read the names




 banktype = 'w';
 goto success;
 failure:




























// The GBank destructor.
// free up memory allocated in constructor and close data files.
GBank::~GBank(){
if(status=='w')



































// Read the index file.
short GBank::rindex(void) { // Read index from index file.
long posit,err;
posit = 0;
if((fseek(ipbank,posit,0)) != 0){ /* posit at begin of file */
printg("Could not position to read index file.\n");
return(ERR);
}
if((fread(&nseries,2,1,ipbank)) == 0){ /* read the number of series */
printg("Could not read nseries from index file.\n");
return(ERR);
}
if((fread(indx,2,nseries+1,ipbank)) == 0){ /* read the pointer */
printg("Could not read the pointers in the index file.\n");
return(ERR);
}
ncin = indx[nseries] + 1;
if((fread(names,1,ncin,ipbank)) == 0){ /* read the names */
printg("Could not read the names in the index file.\n");
return(ERR);
}




/* findname -- finds position of given name in GBank names array. */
short GBank::findname(char *gname){
 unsigned long j;
 short i;
for(i=0;i<nseries;i++){









// getser – get a series from a Gbank. 
// Lines up the series with the workspace, 
// It is a member of the GBank class, and so knows protected information in that class.
short GBank::getser(char *nam, float *ss, short SeriesLength){
 int err,i,gap;// ,max_obs;




 char cnpy, test;
 char lagtext[MAXNAMELENGTH];
 GDate StartDate;
 // A series name will often not be found. The user may have forgotten the name,
 // or mistyped it, or the series may be in some other bank.
 // The following call to findname() goes to the findname() that is part of the GBank class.
 // The value returned is the sequence number of the name in the bank.
 if((NameNumber = findname(nam)) == -1) goto notfound;
 /* In the following formula:
 position is the number of bytes preceding the series we are looking for.
 sizeof(bnkHeader) is the number of bytes in the header with the title;
 NameNumber is the number of bytes consumed in giving each preceding series its frequency;
 temp * (long)nobs * sizeof(float) is the number of bytes in the preceeding series.
 */
 position = (long)NameNumber * (long)nobs * sizeof(float) + NameNumber + sizeof(bnkHeader);
 if((err = fseek(pbank,position,0)) == ERR){
 printg("Cannot position to read location of %s in GBank.\n",nam);
 return(ERR);
 }
 if((err=fread(&cnpy,1,1,pbank))==0 ) {




 if(SeriesLength==-1) SeriesLength=nobs; // check if this argument was given.
 for( i=0;i<SeriesLength;i++)
 ss[i] = 0;
 if((err=fread((void*)ss,sizeof(float),SeriesLength,pbank))==0) {




// Check for a lag, indicated by a number in brackets, like this: gdp{3].
// First, steal a look ahead without increasing pinbuf.
 test = *pinbuf;
 if(test == '['){//found a lag
 pinbuf++; //increment pinbuf to get past the [
 short choprtn = chop(lagtext);
 if(choprtn != 'n'){ // read the lag




 short lag = atoi(lagtext);
 // Shift the series forward; note that we start at the top
 for(i = SeriesLength; i >= lag; i--)
 ss[i] = ss[i-lag];
 // Fill in the unknown values at the beginning with MISSING
 for(i = lag-1; i >= 0; i--)
 ss[i] = MISSING;
 choprtn = chop(lagtext); // Get past the closing ]
 if(choprtn != ']'){





//Does this series need to be shifted to line up properly with the workspace?
if(nopy == 0)return 0; //Don't shift variables with 0 freq.
StartDate.set((short)jahra, (char)stper, 1, (char)nopy);
shift = StartDate.ObNo();
if(shift < 0){ // Series begins before workspace
 //Prevent buffer overrun when shift<0 && SeriesLength==NOMAX
 int maximum = min(SeriesLength - shift, NOMAX + shift);
for(i = 0; i < maximum; i++)
ss[i] = ss[i-shift];
}
if(shift > 0){ // Series begins after workspace
for(i = SeriesLength+shift-1; i >= shift; i--)
ss[i] = ss[i-shift];







 // Display the names of series in this bank.









































 printout[0] = '\0';
 for (i =0;i < MAXBANK; i++)
 dbp[i] = NULL;
 // Just for testing substitutes
 strcpy(substitutes[0],"Aaa");
 strcpy(substitutes[1],"Bbb");
 keyboard = 'y';
 MaxRegVar = MAXVAR;
 MaxRegObs = NOMAX;






 else if(strncmp(s,"data",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = datacmd();
 else if(strncmp(s,"matdata",std::max(len,6)) == 0) err = matdatacmd();
 else if (strncmp(s,"bank",max(len,2))== 0 ) err = bankcmd('w');






/* bankcmd -- Assign a data bank. This version allows the user to
 assign up to 22 banks, a, b, c, ..., v. The command format is
 bank <bankname> [letter]
 for standard, work-space banks. Other types of banks will be added later.
If no letter is given, 'a' is assumed. The array (dbp) of pointers keeps track of
which bank is where. Bank a is in position 0, b in 1, etc.
 
 Bank types now available are:
  'w' - G Bank, or ws style bank (.bnk)
 
 To refer to series, the user gives names like "a.gnp", "b.gnp", "j.pgnp".
 If no bank is specified, first the workspace and then bank a is searched.






 // whichtype will eventually be one of the letters w, c, h, or v; but for now only w is recognized.
// read the name of the new bank; allow ..\bnkpath\bnkname
if((ret=chop(bnk))!='a' && ret!='"' ){
 printg("Invalid bank name.\n");
return(ERR);
}




else{ // asked for position other than "0".
bankno = s[0]-'a';
if(bankno<0 || bankno>MAXBANK-1){





// If there is already a bank open in the position desired, refuse to open the new one.
// This is a temporary expedient, as explained in the text.
if(dbp[bankno] != NULL){
 printg("That bank position is already occupied,\n”);
printg(“ and I don't yet know how to delete it.\n");





dbp[bankno] = new GBank(bnk);
// If the user gave a bank that does not exist, the attempt to open will have failed.
// We check for that possibility with a call to IsOpen(),
// an inline function defined in common.h. 
if(dbp[bankno]->IsOpen() ){ //Was the attempt to open successful?
NumAssigned++;
BankType[bankno] = whichtype;




printg("Unable to open %s as assigned bank %c. Continuing.\n",
bnk,'a'+bankno);
printg(“There may have been memory leakage in the failed attempt.\n”;




/* Activate this code in Tutorial 19
else if(whichtype == 'v') {
    vf = new VamFile(bnk);
    dbp[bankno]  = vf;






 // Inform the user what bank has been assigned and its properties.
 printg("You have just assigned a bank with these properties:\n");
 printg("Bank title: %s \n",bnktitle);
 printg("Base year %d \n",jahra);
 printg("Number of observations %d \n",nobs);



























short getseries(char *nam, float *ss, short SeriesLength){
 int err,i,gap;
 short rtn;
 unsigned long temp,position;
 int shift;
 float val;
 char cnpy, test;
 char lagtext[MAXNAMELENGTH];
 if((nam[1] == '.')) goto SpecifiedBank;
 // A series name will often not be found. The user may have forgotten the name,
 // or mistyped it, or the series may be in the assigned bank, not the workspace.
 if((temp = findname(nam)) == -1) goto notInWorkspace;
 /* Here when the series is in the workspace. position is the byte number of the first
byte of the series. In its formula:
 temp * (long)nobs * sizeof(float) is the number of bytes in the preceding series.
 temp is the number of bytes consumed in giving each preceding series its frequency;
sizeof(bnkHeader) is the number of bytes in the header with the title; 
*/
 position = temp * (long)nobs * sizeof(float) + temp + sizeof(bnkHeader);
 if((err = fseek(pbank,position,0)) == ERR){
 printg("Cannot position to read location of %s in GBank.\n",nam);
 return(ERR);
 }
 if((err=fread(&cnpy,1,1,pbank))==0 ) {




 if(SeriesLength==-1) SeriesLength=nobs; // check if this argument was given.
 for( i=0;i<SeriesLength;i++)
 ss[i] = 0;
 if((err=fread((void*)ss,sizeof(float),SeriesLength,pbank))==0) {
 printg("Cannot read %s.\n",nam);
 return(ERR);
 }
// Check for a lag, indicated by a number in brackets, like this: gdp{3].
// First, steal a look ahead without increasing pinbuf.
 test = *pinbuf;
 if(test == '['){//found a lag
 pinbuf++; //increment pinbuf to get past the [
 short choprtn = chop(lagtext);
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 if(choprtn != 'n'){ // read the lag




 short lag = atoi(lagtext);
 // Shift the series forward; note that we start at the top
 for(i = SeriesLength; i >= lag; i--)
 ss[i] = ss[i-lag];
 // Fill in the unknown values at the beginning with MISSING
 for(i = lag-1; i >= 0; i--)
 ss[i] = MISSING;
 choprtn = chop(lagtext); // Get past the closing ]
 if(choprtn != ']'){







 if (dbp[0] != NULL){






 BankNumber = nam[0] - 'a';
 if (BankNumber < 0 || BankNumber > 22){




 printg("No bank has been assigned to that letter.\n");
 return (ERR);
 }
 printg("BankNumber %d series name %s \n",BankNumber,&nam[2]);






















 float series[NOMAX], *x,*y;
 float value;
 char op_stack[3], name[MAXNAMELENGTH];
 short osp; // osp = operation stack pointer; it points to top operation on stack
 short obnoA, obnoB;
 int i,j, type,lasttype,go;
 rhsrtn = OK;
 op_stack[1] = ' ';
 op_stack[2] = '\0';
 obnoA = fdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = fdateB.ObNo();
 if(obnoA == ERR || obnoB == ERR){
 printg("You must set gdates before graphing and fdates before trying to evaluate expressions.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 x = vector(obnoA,obnoB);
 y = vector(obnoA,obnoB);
 // Since z was initialized to MISSING, we need to re-initialize the portion
 // of it between fdateA and fdateB to zero.
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 x[i] = 0.;
 y[i] = 0.;
 z[i] = 0.;
 }
 osp = 0;
 op_stack[0] = '+';
 type = 0;
 go = GO;
 rhsrtn = OK;
 while(go == GO){
 lasttype = type;
 type = chop(name);
 switch(type){
 case 'a': // Got a series name
 npy = getseries(name,series,-1);
 if(npy == ERR){
 printg("%s was not found.\n",name);
 goto closeup;
 }
 if(npy != fdateA.freq){
 if(npy != ERR) printg("Frequency of %s does not match the fdates.\n",name);
 geteol(); // Throw away the line
 rhsrtn = ERR;
 goto closeup;
 }
 for(i = obnoA; i <= obnoB; i++){
 y[i] = series[i];
 }












: Residential Construction 
SEE = 65.2 RSQ = 0.766 RHO = 0.975 DW = 0.050 
 Variable name RegCoef Mexval Elas NorRes Means 
 1 intercept -191.23344 14.1 -0.45 4.28 1.00 








































GLOBAL short NumAssigned; // Number of assigned banks. 
GLOBAL char saving, catching; 
GLOBAL FILE *fpsave,*fpcatch; 
// prototypes 
// In GwxMain 






 printout[0] = '\0';
 for (i =0;i < MAXBANK; i++)
 dbp[i] = NULL;
 // Just for testing substitutes
 strcpy(substitutes[0],"Aaa");
 strcpy(substitutes[1],"Bbb");
 keyboard = 'y';
 MaxRegVar = MAXVAR;
 MaxRegObs = NOMAX;
 vrflag = 0;
 saving = 'n';
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 else if (strncmp(s,"save",std::max(len,3)) == 0) err = savecmd();





if((ret=chop(s)) != 'a' ){
printg("The save command must be followed by a file name or the word \"off\".\n");
return(ERR);
}
// See whether all we need do is to turn off saving
if(strcmp(s,"off") == 0){
if(saving == 'n'){




 fpsave = 0;




else{ // Open the save file (if not already open).
if(saving == 'y'){
printg("Saving is already on.\n");













if((ret=chop(s)) != 'a' ){
printg("The catch command must be followed by a file name or the word \"off\".\n");
return(ERR);
}








 fpcatch = 0;




else{ // Open the catch file (if not already open).
if(catching == 'y'){
printg("Catching is already on.\n");






















 rhsrtn = rhs(series);
 if(rhsrtn == OK)
 short seriesnumber = addseries(name, series, fdateA.freq,'y',nobs_ws);
 if(saving == 'y') {fprintf(fpsave,"%s\n",inbuf);}






 err = addseries("depvar",depvar,nopy,'y' ,nobs_ws);
 err = addseries("predic",predic,nopy,'y',nobs_ws);
// If saving is on, save results for model building.
 if(saving == 'y'){
 // write .sav file for model building
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 fprintf(fpsave,"r %s = %12.6f",ptitles[0],a[1][0] );
 if(niv >1){
 for(i = 2;i< niv;i++){
















 // Print the results.
 // Center the title
 j = (MAXCHARINTITLE - strlen(title))/2;
 for(i=1;i<j;i++)
 buf[i] = ' ';
 buf[0] =':'; buf[j] = '\0';
 printg("%s",buf);
 printg(" %s \n",title);
 printg("SEE = %10.1f RSQ = %8.3f RHO = %8.3f DW = %8.3f\n",see,rsq,rho,dw);
 printg(" Variable name RegCoef Mexval Elas NorRes Means\n");
 if (catching == 'y'){
 fprintf(fpcatch,"%s",buf);
 fprintf(fpcatch," %s \n",title);
 fprintf(fpcatch,"SEE = %10.1f RSQ = %8.3f RHO = %8.3f DW = %8.3f\n",see,rsq,rho,dw);
 fprintf(fpcatch," Variable name RegCoef Mexval Elas NorRes Means\n");
 }
 for (i = 1;i <= niv;i++){
 mexval =100.*(safesqrt(1.+ (a[i][0]*a[i][0]/
(a[i][i]*a[0][0])))-1.);
student = a[i][0]/safesqrt(a[i][i]*sigma_sq);
elas = norresid = 0;
if(means[0]!=0) elas = a[i][0]*means[i]/means[0];
if(rpr[niv] > 0) norresid = rpr[i]/rpr[niv];
if(norresid > 9999.99) norresid = 9999.99;
printg(" %2d %-20s ",i,ptitles[i]);
printg(" %10.5f %7.1f",a[i][0],mexval);
printg(" %6.2f %7.2f %9.2f\n",elas,norresid,means[i]);
 //if(i == 0 && showt) printg(" %7.3f",student);
 if(catching == 'y'){
 fprintf(fpcatch, " %2d %-20s ",i,ptitles[i]);
 fprintf(fpcatch," %10.5f %7.1f",a[i][0],mexval);













 obnoA = gdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = gdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = gdateC.ObNo();
 nopy = gdateA.freq;
 if((obnoA >= obnoB) || obnoC < obnoB){
 printg("The gdates are bad.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 obs_total = obnoC - obnoA + 1;





// make gr * equivalent to gr predic, depvar
 if(inbuf[3] == '*') {
 strcpy(inbuf,"gr predic,depvar\n");
// Recalculate the previously calculated observation numbers
 obnoA = rdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = rdateB.ObNo();
 obnoC = rdateC.ObNo();
 nopy = rdateA.freq;
 obs_total = obnoC - obnoA + 1;

















 while ((choprtn = chop(s)) != 'e'){
 len = strlen(s);
 if(strncmp(s,"type",std::max(len,2)) == 0) err = typecmd();
 else if(choprtn == '#') continue;





























5 = 1b1+2b2+1 b3
we just add the observation 























con 3 .9 = a2
con 200 0 = a2 - 2a3 + a4


















Now to get down to business and writing the code for con. To keep the code simple, we will follow the 
example of G7 and specify a maximum number of constraints, MAXCON, and a matrix, conprm, to 
hold the “count” and “left” values for each constraint, and a matrix, constraints, to hold the right-hand 
side of the constraints. We will also use a GLOBAL short integer, concount, to count the number of 
constraints in use. These are specified in the common.h file by adding the lines shown in bold below. 
#define MAXVAR 30 // Maximum number of variables in a regression
#define MAXCON 30 // Maximum number of constraints in a regression
#define MAXCHARINTITLE 80
. . . .
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GLOBAL char keyboard; // 'y' when input is from keyboard; 'n' when input is from a file.
GLOBAL float **xp; //xp is where the matrix of observations for regression is stored






GLOBAL char BankType[MAXBANK]; // 'w','c','g','v'
GLOBAL short NumAssigned; // Number of assigned banks.
GLOBAL char DefaultVam;
GLOBAL char saving, catching;
GLOBAL short concount;
GLOBAL FILE *fpsave,*fpcatch;
Our first business is to be sure that concount is initialized to zero when the program starts. We won't 
bother to initialize the two matrices, constraints and conprm, in advance, but will clear each row to 




 printout[0] = '\0';
. . . . .
 MaxRegVar = MAXVAR;
 MaxRegObs = NOMAX;
 vrflag = 0;
 saving = 'n';
 catching = 'n';
 concount = 0;






else if (strncmp(s,"save",std::max(len,3)) == 0) err = savecmd();
 else if (strncmp(s,"catch",std::max(len,3)) == 0) err = catchcmd();
else if (strncmp(s,"constraint",std::max(len,3)) == 0) err = concmd();
else if (strncmp(s,"sma",3)== 0) err = smacmd();

















 // Clear the comcount row of the constraints and conprm matrices.
 for(i = 0;i< MAXCON;i++)
 constraints[concount][i] = 0.;
 for(i =0; i <=1;i++)
 conprm[concount][i] = 0;
Remember that we did not clear these matrices initially because we clear them here.
// Get count
 choprtn = chop(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n') count = atof(datum);
 else {






// Get left side of constraint
 choprtn = chopnumber(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n') left = atof(datum);
 else {

















 printg("Hello from ConCmd!\n");
 // Now go for the right side.
 choprtn = chop(datum); // skip the = sign











 while((choprtn = chop(datum)) != 'e'){
 if(choprtn == '-'){
 neg = -1.;
 }
 else if (choprtn == '+') {
 neg = 1.;
 }
 else if (choprtn == 'n'){
 coef = atof(datum);
 }
 else if (choprtn == 'a') {
 col = atoi(&datum[1]);// this skips the letter and gets the number
 coef = neg*coef;
 constraints[concount][col] = coef;
 // printg("column %d coef %10.3f\n",col,coef);
 neg = 1.;









 if(concount >= MAXCON){
 printg("Maximum number of constraints,%d, exceeded.\n",concount);
 }
 // Clear the comcount row of the constraints and conprm matrices.
 for(i = 0;i< MAXCON;i++)
 constraints[concount][i] = 0.;
 for(i =0; i <=1;i++)
 conprm[concount][i] = 0;
// Get count
 choprtn = chopnumber(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n') count = atof(datum);
 else {




// Get left side of constraint
 choprtn = chopnumber(datum);
 if(choprtn == 'n') left = atof(datum);
 else {




 printg("Hello from ConCmd!\n");
 printg("Count = %10.1f Left = %10.1f\n",count,left);
 // Now go for the right side.
 choprtn = chop(datum); // skip the = sign
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 neg = 1.;
 coef =1;
 while((choprtn = chop(datum)) != 'e'){
 if(choprtn == '-'){
 neg = -1.;
 //continue;
 }
 else if (choprtn == '+') {
 neg = 1.;
 // continue;
 }
 else if (choprtn == 'n'){
 coef = atof(datum);
 }
 else if (choprtn == 'a') {
 col = atoi(&datum[1]);// this skips the letter and gets the number
 coef = neg*coef;
 constraints[concount][col] = coef;
 // printg("column %d coef %10.3f\n",col,coef);
 neg = 1.;
 coef = 1.;
 }
 else {
 printg("Improperly written constraint. Not recorded.\n");
 }
 }
 conprm[concount][0] = count;








// add in constraint pseudo observations
 float lambda;
 if (concount > 0){
 for(k = 0;k < concount;k++){
 lambda = conprm[k][0]*obs_in_regress;
 printg("for constraint %d lambda = %10.0f\n", k,lambda );
 for(i=1;i <= niv;i++ ){
 for(j=1; j<= niv;j++){
 a[i][j] += lambda*constraints[k][j]*constraints[k][i];
 }









matdata 1976q1 5 
two three four five 
1 1 0 0 1 
2 1 0 0 1 
3 1 0 0 2 
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4 0 1 0 2 
5 0 1 0 2 
6 0 1 0 3 
7 0 0 1 3 
8 0 0 1 3 
9 0 0 1 4 ; 
Then I regressed variable “five” on the other three like so:
rdates 1976q1 1978q1 1978q1 
tdates 1976q1 1978q1 
ti no constaint 
r five = two,three,four 
with these results:
: no constaint 
SEE = 0.5 RSQ = 0.797 RHO = -0.042 DW = 2.085 
 Variable name RegCoef Mexval Elas NorRes Means 
 1 intercept 0.00000 0.0 0.00 7.47 1.00 
 2 two 1.42857 46.8 0.20 6.49 0.33 
 3 three 2.42857 108.2 0.35 6.38 0.33 
 4 four 3.14286 152.5 0.45 1.00 0.33 
Then I added in the soft constraint that I wanted the coefficient on “two” to be about 3 and 
repeated the regression,
ti constaint on a2 
con 10 3 = 1a2 
r five = two,three,four 
with these results:
: constaint on a2 
SEE = 0.6 RSQ = 0.730 RHO = 0.346 DW = 1.307 
 Variable name RegCoef Mexval Elas NorRes Means 
 1 intercept -1.25794 -100.0 -0.54 0.00 1.00 
 2 two 2.98602 -100.0 0.43 0.00 0.33 
 3 three 3.56671 -100.0 0.51 0.00 0.33 


















































+P (n−1)−(an( t − 1)
n






























/* Get trade-off parameter */
if ((chop(s)) == 'n')
top = atof(s);
else{
printg("Expected a number for the trade-off parameter.\n");
return(ERR);
}
/* Get first coefficient constrained */
if ((chop(s)) == 'a'){
a = s[0];





Weight First difference Second difference Third difference Fourth difference
w1
w1 – w2
w2 1w1 -2w2 + 1w3
w2 – w3 1w1 – 3w2 + 3w3 – 1w4
w3 1w2 -2w3 + 1w4 1w1 – 4w2  + 6w3 – 4w4 + w5
w3 – w4 1w2 – 3w3 + 3w4 – 1w5
w4 1w3 -2w4 + 1w5
w4 - w5
w5
printg("Error reading first coefficient constrained. Should be something like a5.\n");
return(ERR);
}
/* Get last coefficient constrained */
if ((chop(s)) == 'a'){
a = s[0];




printg("Error reading last coefficient constrained. Should be something like a9.\n");
return(ERR);
}
/* Get polynomial order */
if ((chop(s)) == 'n')
order = atoi(s) + 1;
else{
printg("Error reading polynomial order.\n");
return(ERR);
}
/* Get tiedown flag */
tflag = 'y';
if ((chop(s)) == 'a'){
if(s[0] == 'f') tflag = 'n';/* do not tie down */
}
first_con = concount; /* first_con is the number of the first of the
constraints generated by this call to smacmd. */
new_con = last - first + 1 - order;/* new_con is the number of new
constraints added by this call to smacmd. */












 //Clear the constraint
 for(j=0;j< MAXVAR;j++)
 constraints[first_con+i][j] = 0;
 // Fill in the differences
for(j=0;j<=order;j++)
constraints[first_con+i][first+i+j] = binom(order,j);







if(tflag == 'y') constraints[concount-1][first+new_con + order -1] = 0.;
return(OK);
 }
/* combinations of n things taken r at a time: (n)(n-1)...(n-r+1)/r! */






while(num-- > 0) sign *= -1;
n_r = n - r;
num = n--;
while (n > r) num *= n--;
denom = r;
if(n_r > 0) denom = n_r--;






ti Equipment Investment unconstrained 
fdates 1976q1 2008q4 
f d = gdpR - gdpR[1] 
rdates 1980q1 2008q4 2008q4 
gdates 1980q1 2008q4 2008q4 
r vfnreR = d,d[1],d[2],d[3],d[4],d[5],d[6],d[7],d[8] 
gr predic, depvar 
# top, first, last, order of polynomial 
sma 9999999 a2 a10 2 
ti Equipment Investment with SMA constraint 
r vfnreR = d,d[1],d[2],d[3],d[4],d[5],d[6],d[7],d[8] 




















 if(muldiv(x,y,obnoA,obnoB,op_stack, &osp) == ERR){












if ((err = chop(s)) != 'a'){
printg("Following a @ must come a function name.\n");
return ERR;
}
if (strcmp(s,"log") == 0) funcrtn = logarithm(f);
 else if (strcmp(s,"exp") == 0) funcrtn = exponential(f);
 else if (strcmp(s,"cum") == 0) funcrtn = cumulate(f);
 else {
 printg("Unrecognized function %s.\n",s);

































 i = 0;
 if ((err = chop(s)) != '(') goto error;
 if ((err = chop(s)) != 'a') {
 printg("First argument to @cum should be name of output series.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 if (( err = chop(s)) != ','){
 printg("Expected comma after first argument.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 // Get the argument for the series to be cumulated by a call to rhs()
if ((err = rhs(f)) != ',') goto error;
 // Get the spill rate
if ((err = chop(s)) != 'n') goto error;
 spill = atof(s);
 nospill= 1. - spill;
 obnoA = fdateA.ObNo();
 obnoB = fdateB.ObNo();
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// Do the cumulation:
 for( i = obnoA+1; i <= obnoB; i++){












 rhsrtn = OK;




 rhsrtn = ')';
 go = STOP;
 break;
 case ',':
 rhsrtn = ',';






if(rhsrtn == OK ) seriesnumber = addseries(name, series, fdateA.freq,'y',nobs_ws);
we now need for the second line













































5 Actually, because Gwx is likely to be used with national accounts data where the quarterly series are at annual rates, the 
atoq command will multiply the calculated quarterly values which sum to the annual total by 4 to yield a series at annual





Let  t 0, t 1, t2 , and t 3  be the points where the polynomial has the values  v0, v1, v2  
and  v3 . Then define the Lagrangian polynomials
L0(t) =
(t − t 1)( t − t 2)(t − t3)
( t0 − t 1)(t 0 − t 2)(t0 − t 3)
L1(t) =
( t − t 0)(t − t2)(t − t 3)
(t 1 − t 0)(t1 − t 2)(t 1 − t 3)
L2(t) =
( t − t 0)(t − t1)(t − t 3)
(t 2 − t0)(t 2 − t 1)(t 2 − t3)
Then





















(t − t 0)(t − t 1)(t − t2)























if (strcmp(s,"log") == 0) funcrtn = logarithm(f);
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For the quarters of an internal year
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Sum
a1 0.05469 0.00781 -0.02344 -0.03906 0.00000
a2 0.23438 0.26563 0.26563 0.23438 1.00000
a3 -0.03906 -0.02344 0.00781 0.05469 0.00000
Sum 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 1.00000
For the quarters of the last year
a1 -0.03906 -0.02344 0.00781 0.05469 0.00000
a2 0.17188 0.07813 -0.04688 -0.20313 0.00000
a3 0.11719 0.19531 0.28906 0.39844 1.00000
0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 1.00000
For the quarters of the first year
a1 0.39844 0.28906 0.19531 0.11719 1.00000
a2 -0.20313 -0.04688 0.07813 0.17188 0.00000
a3 0.05469 0.00781 -0.02344 -0.03906 0.00000
0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 0.25000 1.00000
 else if (strcmp(s,"exp") == 0) funcrtn = exponential(f);
 else if (strcmp(s,"cum") == 0) funcrtn = cumulate(f);
















 float aseries[NOMAX]; // The annual series.
 if (((err = chop(name)) != '(')) {
 printg("Expected ( after @atoq.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 if ((err = chop(name) ) != 'a'){
 printg("Expected variable name in @atoq()\n");
 goto error;
 }
 //Get the series to be converted.
 // The -1 for series length causes nobs to be used.
 nopy = getseries(name,aseries,-1);
 // Find where aseries begins
 i = 0;
 while (aseries[i]== MISSING) i++;
 astart = i;
 // Find where aseries ends
 while(aseries[i] != MISSING && i <= NOMAX) i++;
 astop = i-1;
 // printg("astart = %d astop = %d \n", astart,astop);
 qstart = astart*4;
 qstop = astop*4 +3;
 if(qstop >= NOMAX - 1){
 printg("Series too long for me.\n");
 return ERR;
 }
 // interpolate the first year
 f[qstart] = .399*aseries[astart] - .203*aseries[astart+1] + .054*aseries[astart+2];
 f[qstart+1] = .289*aseries[astart] - .047*aseries[astart+1] + .008*aseries[astart+2];
 f[qstart+2] = .195*aseries[astart] + .078*aseries[astart+1] - .023*aseries[astart+2];
 f[qstart+3] = .117*aseries[astart] + .172*aseries[astart+1] - .039*aseries[astart+2];
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 // interpolate the last year
 f[qstop] = .399*aseries[astop] - .203*aseries[astop-1] + .054*aseries[astop-2];
 f[qstop-1] = .289*aseries[astop] - .047*aseries[astop-1] + .008*aseries[astop-2];
 f[qstop-2] = .195*aseries[astop] + .078*aseries[astop-1] - .023*aseries[astop-2];
 f[qstop-3] = .117*aseries[astop] + .172*aseries[astop-1] - .039*aseries[astop-2];
 // Interpolate internal years
 for (i = astart+1;i<= astop-1;i++){
 q1 = i*4;
 f[q1] = .055*aseries[i-1] + .234*aseries[i] - .039*aseries[i+1];
 f[q1+1] = .008*aseries[i-1] + .266*aseries[i] - .024*aseries[i+1];
 f[q1+2] = -.024*aseries[i-1] + .266*aseries[i] + .008*aseries[i+1];
 f[q1+3]= -.039*aseries[i-1] + .234*aseries[i] + .055*aseries[i+1];
 }
 // Convert the quarterly data to annual rates
 for(i = qstart;i<= qstop; i++){










1980 2 4 6 8 11 14 18 25 30 36 
1990 42 47 51 55 58 57 53 48 45 48 ; 
fdates 1980q1 2000q4 
f aqtest = @atoq(ann) 




1980q1 1.240 1.752 2.256 2.752 
1981q1 3.248 3.744 4.256 4.752 
1982q1 5.248 5.744 6.256 6.752 
1983q1 7.092 7.648 8.288 8.972 
1984q1 9.872 10.616 11.384 12.128 
1985q1 12.716 13.520 14.416 15.348 
1986q1 16.028 17.200 18.608 20.164 
1987q1 22.680 24.296 25.832 27.192 
1988q1 27.964 29.264 30.672 32.100 
1989q1 33.744 35.232 36.768 38.256 
1990q1 39.900 41.328 42.736 44.036 
1991q1 45.276 46.456 47.608 48.660 
1992q1 49.496 50.488 51.512 52.504 
1993q1 53.652 54.584 55.480 56.284 
1994q1 57.496 58.000 58.256 58.248 
1995q1 57.844 57.416 56.776 55.964 
1996q1 54.660 53.608 52.456 51.276 
1997q1 49.568 48.448 47.424 46.560 
1998q1 45.192 44.808 44.808 45.192 





















Likewise, if the annual sums of the indicator series are β1, β2, and β3, we define
 x0 = 0
x1 = β1
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Annual to Quarterly Interpolation with Indicator, atoqi()
x2 = x1 + β2






and define points on the x axis
u1 = x1 + γ1 
u2 = x1 + γ1 + γ2
u3 = x1 + γ1 + γ2 + γ3.




















 if (((err = chop(namea)) != '(')) {
 printg("Expected ( after @atoq.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 if ((err = chop(namea) ) != 'a'){
 printg("Expected variable name in @atoq()\n");
 goto error;
 }
 if (((err = chop(namei))) != ',') {




 if ((err = chop(namei) ) != 'a'){
 printg("Expected name of indicator series.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 //Get the series to be converted.
 // The -1 for series length causes nobs to be used.
 nopy = getseries(namea,aseries,-1);
 if(nopy != 1) {
 printg("%s is not annual.\n",namea);
 goto error;
 }
 // Get the indicator series
 nopy = getseries(namei,iseries,-1);
 if (nopy != 4){
 printg("%s is not quarterly.\n",namei);
 goto error;
 }
 // Find where aseries begins.
 i = 0;
 while (aseries[i]== MISSING && i <= NOMAX) i++;
 if(i >= NOMAX){
 printg("The annual series is empty.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 astart = i;
 // Find where aseries ends.
 while(aseries[i] != MISSING && i <= NOMAX) i++;
 astop = i-1;
 printg("astart = %d astop = %d \n", astart,astop);
 // Find where iseries starts
 istart = astart*4;
 while ((iseries[istart] == MISSING) && (istart < NOMAX)) istart += 4;
 astart = istart/4;
 istop = astop*4 +3;
 if(istart >= istop){
 printg("No overlap of series.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 if(istop >= NOMAX - 1){
 printg("Series too long for me.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 // Do the internal years; i is the year index. 
 for(i = astart+1; i < astop; i++){
// Compute the known cumulative points of the annual series on the vertical axis.
 y1 = aseries[i-1];
 y2 = y1 + aseries[i];
 y3 = y2 + aseries[i+1];
// Compute the corresponding annual cumulative points of the indicator series 
// on the horizontal axis.
 j0 = 4*(i-1);
 x1 = iseries[j0]+iseries[j0+1]+iseries[j0+2]+iseries[j0+3];
 x2 = x1+iseries[j0+4]+iseries[j0+5]+iseries[j0+6]+iseries[j0+7];
 x3 = x2+iseries[j0+8]+iseries[j0+9]+iseries[j0+10]+iseries[j0+11];
// Compute the quarterly cumulative points of the indicator series-by-series
// on the horizontal axis.
 u1 = x1+iseries[j0+4];
 u2 = u1+iseries[j0+5];
 u3 = u2+iseries[j0+6];
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 // Compute the denominators of the Lagrangian polynomials,
 // which are constant within a year.
 d1 = x1*(x1-x2)*(x1-x3);
 d2 = x2*(x2-x1)*(x2-x3);
 d3 = x3*(x3-x1)*(x3-x2);
// Use the polynomial to compute the quarterly cumulative points on the vertical axis.
 v1 = y1*((u1)*(u1-x2)*(u1-x3)/d1) +
 y2*((u1)*(u1-x1)*(u1-x3)/d2) +
 y3*((u1)*(u1-x1)*(u1-x2)/d3);
 v2 = y1*((u2)*(u2-x2)*(u2-x3)/d1) +
 y2*((u2)*(u2-x1)*(u2-x3)/d2) +
 y3*((u2)*(u2-x1)*(u2-x2)/d3);
 v3 = y1*((u3)*(u3-x2)*(u3-x3)/d1) +
 y2*((u3)*(u3-x1)*(u3-x3)/d2) +
 y3*((u3)*(u3-x1)*(u3-x2)/d3);
// Take differences of the cumulative points to get the quarterly flows.
 f[i*4] = v1 - y1;
 f[i*4 + 1] = v2 - v1;
 f[i*4 + 2] = v3 - v2;
 f[i*4 + 3] = y2 - v3;
 }
 // Interpolate the first year (without benefit of the indicator).
 f[istart] = .399*aseries[astart] - .203*aseries[astart+1] + .054*aseries[astart+2];
 f[istart+1] = .289*aseries[astart] - .047*aseries[astart+1] + .008*aseries[astart+2];
 f[istart+2] = .195*aseries[astart] + .078*aseries[astart+1] - .023*aseries[astart+2];
 f[istart+3] = .117*aseries[astart] + .172*aseries[astart+1] - .039*aseries[astart+2];
 // Interpolate the last year (also without benefit of the indicator).
 f[istop] = .399*aseries[astop] - .203*aseries[astop-1] + .054*aseries[astop-2];
 f[istop-1] = .289*aseries[astop] - .047*aseries[astop-1] + .008*aseries[astop-2];
 f[istop-2] = .195*aseries[astop] + .078*aseries[astop-1] - .023*aseries[astop-2];
 f[istop-3] = .117*aseries[astop] + .172*aseries[astop-1] - .039*aseries[astop-2];
 // Convert the quarterly data to annual rates
 for(i = istart;i<= istop; i++){


















// Convert a monthly series to quarterly




 if (((err = chop(name)) != '(')) {
 printg("Expected ( after @mtoq.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 if ((err = chop(name) ) != 'a') {
 printg("Expected variable name in @mtoq()\n");
 goto error;
 }
 //Get the series to be converted.
 // The -1 for series length causes nobs to be used.
 nopy = getseries(name,mseries,-1);
 if(nopy != 12) {
 printg("The series %s was not found or was not monthly.",name);
 goto error;
 }
 // Find where mseries begins
 i = 0;
 while (mseries[i]== MISSING && i <= NOMAX) i++;
 if(i >= NOMAX) {
 printg("The monthly series is empty.\n");
 goto error;
 }
 mstart = i+1;
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 // Find where mseries ends
 while(mseries[i] != MISSING && i <= NOMAX) i++;
 mstop = i-1;
 // and get the corresponding quarterly dates.
 qstart = mstart/3;
 qstop = mstop/3;
 // Average each three monthly values to get the quarterly value, which is returned.
 for(i = qstart; i <= qstop;i++){
 j= i*3;









data mseries 1980m01 
 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 
 7 7 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 
 9 9 9 8 8 8 7 7 7 6 6 6 
 7 7 7 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 4 4; 
 
tdates 1980m01 1983m12 
type mseries 
fdates 1980q1 1985q4 
f qseries = @mtoq(mseries) 
tdates 1980q1 1983q4 
type qseries 
with these satisfying results:
Here is qseries: 
1980q1 3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000 
1981q1 7.000 8.000 9.000 10.000 
1982q1 9.000 8.000 7.000 6.000 




















Table 1.  Input-Output Flow Table
Buyer Agri- Mining Gas & Manufac- Com- Trans- Servi- Gov't Consump- Govern- Invest- Export Import Final Row
Seller culture Electric turing merce port ces industry tion ment ment demand Sum
Agriculture 20 1 0 100 5 0 2 0 15 1 0 40 -20 36 164
Mining 4 3 20 15 2 1 2 0 2 1 0 10 -10 3 50
Gas&Electric 6 4 10 40 20 10 25 0 80 10 0 0 0 90 205
Manufacturing 20 10 4 60 25 18 20 0 400 80 200 120 -170 630 787
Commerce 2 1 1 10 2 3 6 0 350 10 6 10 0 376 401
Transport 2 1 5 17 3 2 5 0 130 20 8 5 0 163 198
Services 6 3 8 45 20 5 20 0 500 40 10 30 -20 560 667
Gov't industry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150 0 0 0 150 150
Intermediate 60 23 48 287 77 39 80 0 614
Depreciation 8 4 40 40 25 30 20 0 167
Labor 68 21 31 350 150 107 490 150 1367
Capital 20 2 66 60 40 12 59 0 259
Indirect tax 8 0 20 50 109 10 18 0 215
Value added 104 27 157 500 324 159 587 150 2008






































































FM   8 8 0 sectors.ttl sectors.ttl #Input-output flow matrix
AM   8 8 0 sectors.ttl sectors.ttl #Input-output coefficient matrix
LINV 8 8 0 sectors.ttl sectors.ttl # Leontief inverse
out  8 1 3 sectors.ttl # Output
pce  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Personal consumption expenditure
gov  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Government spending
inv  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Investment
ex   8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Exports
im   8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Imports
fd   8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Total final demand
dep  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Depreciation
lab  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Labor income
cap  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Capital income
ind  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Indirect taxes
depc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Depreciation coefficients
labc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Labor income coefficients
capc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Capital income coefficients
indc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Indirect taxes coefficients
pcec 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Personal consumption shares
invc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Investment shares
govc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Gov shares
exc  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Export shares
imc  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Import shares
x    8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Working space
y    8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Working space 
To create a vam file from a vam configuration file the command in G7 is – and in Gwx will
be – 




































Flows.dat File for Introducing the Input-Output Flow Matrix in the VAM File








# Agriculture Mining Electricity Mfg Commerce Transport Services Govt
Agriculture 20 1 0 100 5 0 2 0
Mining 4 3 20 15 2 1 2 0
Electricity 6 4 10 40 20 10 25 0
Manufacturing 20 10 4 60 25 18 20 0
Commerce 2 1 1 10 2 3 6 0
Transportation 2 1 5 17 3 2 5 0
Services 6 3 8 45 20 5 20 0









The FD.dat File for Introducing the Final Demands into the VAM File
vmatdata c 5 1 1 8 15
2000 pce gov inv ex im
#  PersCon  Gov  Invest  Exports Imports
Agriculture  15  1       0  40  -20
Mining   2  1       0  10  -10
Electricity  80       10       0         0       0
Manufacturing  400       80     200       120    -170
Commerce       350       10       6        10       0
Transportation 130       20       8         5       0
Services 500       40      10        30     -20
Government   0      150       0         0       0
The value­added rows are introduced by the vmatdat command and data shown in the box
below.
The VA.dat File for Introducing the Value-Added Vectors
vmatdata r 4 1 1 8 15
2000 dep lab cap ind
# 1   2   3   4    5    6   7   8
Depreciation    8   4  40   40   25  30  20   0
Labor   68  21  31  350  150 107 490 150
Capital   20   2  66   60   40  12  59   0
Indirect tax    8   0  20   50  109  10  18   0
Here, finally, are the G commands to create the VAM file and load the data into it:




# Bring in the intermediate flow matrix
add flows.dat
# Bring in the final demand vectors
add fd.dat















show FM r 2
while to show column 5 for all years, the command is






show ind # Display the indirect tax vector








# Add up the intermediate rows 
getsum FM r out
# Add on the final demand vectors to get total output







mcopy y.B [=] x.A
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vam hist b ;dvam b
# Bring in the intermediate flow matrix
add flows.dat
show b.FM y 2000
# Bring in the final demand vectors
add fd.dat
# Bring in the value added vectors
add va.dat
fdates 2000 2000
# Add up the intermediate rows 
getsum FM r out
# Add on the final demand vectors to get total output
vc out = out+pce+gov+inv+ex+im
# Copy intermediate flows to AM and convert to coefficients
mcopy b.AM b.FM
coef AM out
vc depc = dep/out; vc labc = lab/out
vc capc = cap/out; vc indc = ind/out
# Copy the 2000 coefficient matrices to all the other years
fdates 1995 2010
# Copy the 2000 AM matrix into 1995 - 2010
dfreq 1
f one = 1.
index 2000 one AM
# Demonstrate that AM has been copied by showing its first column.
show b.AM c 1
index 2000 one depc; index 2000 one labc
index 2000 one capc; index 2000 one indc
# Move the four final demand columns by their totals
# in the historical years, 1995 - 2003
fdates 1995 2003
index 2000 pcetot pce; index 2000 invtot inv; index 2000 govtot gov
index 2000 extot ex; index 2000 imtot im
# Extend the final demands from 2003 to 2010 using a 3 percent growth
# rate for all but inv and a wavy pattern for it.
fdates 1995 2010
# Create a time trend
f time = @cum(time,one,0)
f g03 = @exp(.03*(time-9))
ty g03
f waves = g03 + .3*@sin(time-9)
ty waves
fdates 2003 2010
index 2003 g03 pce; index 2003 waves inv; index 2003 g03 gov
index 2003 g03 ex; index 2003 g03 im




show b.LINV y 2000
# Add up the final demands
vc fd = pce+gov+inv+ex+im
show b.fd
# Compute total outputs
vc out = LINV*fd
show b.out
# Compute Value added
# The following are element-by-element multiplication
vc dep = depc*out; vc lab = labc*out
vc cap = capc*out; vc ind = indc*out








# Copy intermediate flows to AM and convert to coefficients
fdates 2000 2000
mcopy b.AM = b.FM
coef AM out
show AM y 2000
# Create value-added coefficient vectors.
vc depc = dep/out
vc labc = lab/out
vc capc = cap/out
vc indc = ind/out













# Copy the 2000 AM matrix into 1995 - 2010
dfreq 1
f one = 1.
index 2000 one AM
index 2000 one depc
index 2000 one labc
index 2000 one capc
index 2000 one indc








# Move the four final demand columns by their totals
# in the historical years, 1995 - 2003
fdates 1995 2003
index 2000 pcetot pce
index 2000 invtot inv
index 2000 govtot gov
index 2000 extot ex
199






# Create a time trend
f time = @cum(time,one,0)
f g03 = @exp(.03*(time-9))
f waves = g03 + .3*@sin(time-9)
fdates 2003 2010
index 2003 g03 pce 
index 2003 waves inv
index 2003 g03 gov
index 2003 g03 ex




# Add up the final demands











# Take the Leontief inverse of the A matrix
mcopy LINV = AM
linv LINV
show LINV y 2000
# Compute total outputs






# Compute Value added
# The following are element-by-element multiplication
vc dep = depc*out
vc lab = labc*out
vc cap = capc*out



























subti Output and Final demand
gname out%3
gr b.out%3 b.fd%3
subti Depreciation,Labor income, Capital income, Indirect taxes
gname va%3





Agricul    ;1 e "Agriculture"
Mining     ;2 e "Mining and quarrying"
Elect      ;3 e "Electricity and gas"
Mfg        ;4 e "Manufacturing"
Commerce   ;5 e "Commerce"
Transport  ;6 e "Transportation"
Services   ;7 e "Services"








































































































* In G7 for Windows, a lot of intricate coding is connected with packed matrices. In input-output work, there often occur 
large matrices with only a few non-zero elements. To handle models with such matrices in the computers of the 1990's, it
was worthwhile to write algorithms to store only the non-zero elements of such matrices and to work with them in that 
form. By 2015, even the largest input-output matrices were small in comparison with the capacities of even the most 
























FM   8 8 0 sectors.ttl sectors.ttl #Input-output flow matrix
AM   8 8 0 sectors.ttl sectors.ttl #Input-output coefficient matrix
LINV 8 8 0 sectors.ttl sectors.ttl # Leontief inverse
out  8 1 3 sectors.ttl # Output
pce  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Personal consumption expenditure
gov  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Government spending
inv  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Investment
ex   8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Exports
im   8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Imports
fd   8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Total final demand
dep  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Depreciation
lab  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Labor income
cap  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Capital income
ind  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Indirect taxes
depc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Depreciation coefficients
labc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Labor income coefficients
capc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Capital income coefficients
indc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Indirect taxes coefficients
pcec 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Personal consumption shares
invc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Investment shares
govc 8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Gov shares
exc  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Export shares
imc  8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Import shares
x    8 1 0 sectors.ttl # Working space













































/* Pull space-separated segments from a longer string. source is the longer string;
 start is the byte number in source where we start looking for a segment; 
 found is the substring we want. found should have space for 40 or more bytes.
 The byte number of the byte that stopped the segment is returned.
*/
short stringer(char *source, short start, char *found){
short i,j;
 i = start; j = 0;
 while(source[i] == ' ') i++;
 while(source[i] != ' ' && source[i] != '\n' && j < 40){
 found[j++] = source[i++];
}









/* gstrcpy(target,source) - the value returned is the pointer to the 
   next free space in the target */
/***********************************************************************/
char *gstrcpy(char *target, char *source){






struct VamFileDesc { 
 float startdate; // e.g. 1990.
float enddate; // e.g. 2030.
int nnpy; // number of numbers per year 
int startpsn; // position in output file of first element of first vector in first year. 
short nvecs; // number of vectors and matrices
unsigned short ncivnames; //total number of characters in all vector and matrix names 
short pmcount; // packed matrix count; always 0 in Gwx















































*  The word stub seems to require explanation for non-native English speakers. I have been told that some dictionaries 
give it definitions which can be translated as “a broken tooth, the remaining part of an amputated arm or leg, the end of a
smoked cigarette” – all of which is perfectly correct. But there is also another use. In some check books, the check is on 
right side of the page and a record is on the left. When the check is torn off, the remaining record is the stub. In a table of































#define NVECMAX 300 //Maximum number of vectors and matrices in a VAM file








class VamFile : public DataBank {
public:
 // Constructor that opens an existing .vam file





 short nobs; // Number of observations
unsigned short *columns,*rows;/*Space for "nvecs" elements of these arrays will be
allocated and they will hold the number of rows and columns of each array (vector
or matrix) in the VAM file. */
unsigned int *sizes, *csizes; /*Space for "nvecs" elements of these arrays will be
allocated and they will hold the sizes of each array and the cumulated sizes,respectively.*/
short *lags; /* Space for "nvecs" elements will be allocated, and the numbers in the "lags" column
of the vam.cfg file will be stored there. */
char *vnames;  /* up to NCMAX ? */
char **rowstub; // filenames for titles of the rows of each vector or matrix.
char **colstub; // filenames for titles of the columns of each matrix.
char *types; // m for matrices, v for vectors with no lag, l for vectors with lag.





 char name[40],vamcfgfile[80], vamfilename[80],
 rownames[40], colnames[40], card[101], sub[40];
 char *pvnames; //pointer to vector names
 unsigned short *columns, *rows,*vindx;
 short row, col, lag, np;
 short *lags;
 char *types,*vnames, **rowstub, **colstub;
 unsigned int nnpy,*sizes; // int is 4 bytes on 64 bit systems
 float *x; //to hold the zeroes to be written.
 FILE *fpc = NULL,*fpout = NULL;
VamFileDesc fd;
// vamcfgfile is the name of the vam.cfg file, input to this command
if(chop(vamcfgfile) != 'a'){
 printg("Usage: vamcr <NameOfInput>.cfg> <NameOfOutputk>.vam\n");
 printg("Be sure to use the .cfg and .vam.\n");
return(ERR);
}
// vamfilename is the name of the .vam file to be created
if(chop(vamfilename) != 'a'){




// Open the input file for reading text (rt)
if((fpc = fopen(vamcfgfile,"rt")) == 0){
printg("Could not open %s.\n",vamcfgfile);
return(ERR);
}
 printg("Opened %s.\n", vamcfgfile);
// Open the output file for writing binary (wb) information.
if((fpout = fopen(vamfilename,"wb")) == 0){










// Allocate space for what will be read from the vam.cfg file
 vnames = new char [MAXCHARINVECNAMES];
 vindx = new unsigned short [NVECMAX];
 sizes = new unsigned int [NVECMAX];
 rows = new unsigned short [NVECMAX];
columns = new unsigned short [NVECMAX];
lags = new short [NVECMAX];
types = new char [NVECMAX];
rowstub = new char *[NVECMAX];






// Read the startdate and enddate of the VAM file, but skip over comments or blank lines.
int readtries;
 readtries = 0;
readdates:
 readtries++;
 if(readtries > 5){





if(card[0] == '#' || card[0] == '\n' || card[0] == '\0' ||
 card[0] == '\r') goto readdates;
 else if( strlen(card) == 0 ) goto readdates;
// The start and end date should now be in s. Use stringer() to get them into floats.
 float startdate, enddate;
 i = 0;
 i = stringer(card,i,sub); startdate = atof(sub);
 i = stringer(card,i,sub); enddate = atof(sub);







// Read the information on vectors and matrices
 nvecs = 0; // counter of arrays read
 pvnames = vnames;
 vindx[0] = 0;
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// Loop until the vam.cfg file has all been read.
 while(1){
 if(nvecs >= NVECMAX){
 printg("Too many vectors and matrices. The maximum is %d \n", nvecs);
 goto closeshop;
 }
if((fgets(card,100,fpc)) == NULL) break;
 printg("%s\n",card);
 if (card[0] == '#') continue; //skip comment lines
i = stringer(card,0,name);
i = stringer(card,i,sub); row = atoi(sub);
i = stringer(card,i,sub); col = atoi(sub);
i = stringer(card,i,sub); lag = atoi(sub);
i = stringer(card,i,rownames);
if (col > 1)i = stringer(card,i,colnames);
else strcpy(colnames,"");
// Display the data as read







rowstub[nvecs] = new char[30];
colstub[nvecs] = new char[30];
strcpy(rowstub[nvecs],rownames);
strcpy(colstub[nvecs],colnames);
// Display the data as stored, should be the same






 // Compute nnpy = number of numbers per year
nnpy = 0;
for(i = 0;i < nvecs; i++)
 nnpy += sizes[i];
// Store the summary data into the VamFileDesc to be written at the beginning of the VAM file.
 fd.startdate = startdate;
 fd.enddate = enddate;
fd.numnumpy = nnpy;
fd.startpsn = sizeof(fd) +2 + 73*nvecs + vindx[nvecs];








// Write the VAM File
fseek(fpout, 0, SEEK_SET);
fwrite(&fd,sizeof(fd),1,fpout); // Should be 102 bytes
printg("fd.startdate %5.0f fd.enddate %5.0f\n", fd.startdate, fd.enddate);
printg("fd.nvectors %d fd.numnumpy %d\n",fd.nvectors, fd.numnumpy);
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printg("fd.startpsn %d fd.ncivnames %d \n",fd.startpsn,fd.ncivnames);







for(i = 0; i < nvecs; i++)
fwrite(rowstub[i],30,1,fpout);
for(i = 0; i < nvecs; i++)
fwrite(colstub[i],30,1,fpout);
// Write out a sufficient number of zeros, or more correctly, MISSINGs.
if((x = (float *)malloc(nnpy*4)) == 0){
printg("Malloc failed in vamcreate.\n");
 goto closeshop;
}
for(i = 0; i < nnpy; i++)
x[i] = MISSING;
 // np = number of periods (usually years) in the VAM file.
 np = (enddate - startdate) + 1;












GLOBAL Vector out, pce, gov, inv, ex, im, fd, 
 dep, lab, cap, ind, depc, labc, capc, 
 indc, pcec, invc, govc, exc, imc, x, 
 y, fix; 
GLOBAL Matrix FM, AM, LINV; 
GLOBAL Matrix outlag;
and vam.rsz:
out.r("out"); pce.r("pce"); gov.r("gov"); 
 inv.r("inv"); ex.r("ex"); im.r("im"); fd.r("fd"); 
 dep.r("dep"); lab.r("lab"); cap.r("cap"); ind.r("ind"); 
 depc.r("depc"); labc.r("labc"); capc.r("capc"); indc.r("indc"); 
 pcec.r("pcec"); invc.r("invc"); govc.r("govc"); exc.r("exc"); 
 imc.r("imc"); x.r("x"); y.r("y"); fix.r("fix"); 





Write files for Global Declaration and Resizing for use in Interdyme.
They will have same rootname as the VAM configuration file, but with
extensions .glb and .rsz, respectively. The first goes into User.h;
the second, into Model.cpp
**************************************************************************/
 char GlobalFileName[90], ResizeFileName[90], LagMatrixName[32];
 i = 0;
 while(i < 90 && vamcfgfile[i] != '.' && vamcfgfile[i] != '\0'){
 GlobalFileName[i] = ResizeFileName[i] = vamcfgfile[i];
 i++;
 }
 GlobalFileName[i] = '\0';
 ResizeFileName[i] = '\0';
 strcat(GlobalFileName, ".glb");
 strcat(ResizeFileName, ".rsz");
 // Write the vector and matrix global declaration and resize files for Interdyme
 if( (fpout = fopen(GlobalFileName,"wt")) == NULL){
 printg("\nError: cannot open file %s for writing.\n", GlobalFileName);
 goto closeshop;
 }
 // First, do the Global declarations for vectors
 short j, begun;
 j = 0;
 begun = 0;
 for (i = 0; i < nvecs; i++){
 if(columns[i] > 1) continue;
 if(begun == 0) fprintf(fpout, "GLOBAL Vector ");
 if(i > 0 && begun > 0) fprintf(fpout,", ");
 j++;
 if(j == 8){
 fprintf(fpout,"\n ");
 j = 1;
 }
 fprintf(fpout,"%s",&vnames[vindx[i]]);
 begun = 1;
 }
 if(begun > 0) fprintf(fpout,";\n");
 // Now write the GLOBAL declarations for matrices
 begun = 0;
 j = 0;
 for (i = 0; i < nvecs; i++){
 if(columns[i] == 1) continue;
 if(begun == 0) fprintf(fpout, "GLOBAL Matrix ");
 if(i > 0 && begun > 0) fprintf(fpout,", ");
 j++;
 if(j == 8){
 fprintf(fpout,"\n ");
 j = 1;
 }
 fprintf(fpout,"%s",&vnames[vindx[i]]);
 begun = 1;
 }
 if(begun > 0) fprintf(fpout,";\n");
 // Now write the GLOBAL declaration for matrices containing lagged values
 // of vectors
 begun = 0;
 j = 0;
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 for (i = 0; i < nvecs; i++){
 if(columns[i] > 1) continue;
 if(lags[i] == 0) continue;
 if(begun == 0) fprintf(fpout, "GLOBAL Matrix ");
 if(i > 0 && begun > 0) fprintf(fpout,", ");
 j++;







 begun = 1;
 }
 if(begun > 0) fprintf(fpout,";\n");
 if(fpout) fclose(fpout);
 // Now write the resize commands, vectors first
 if((fpout = fopen(ResizeFileName,"wt")) == NULL){
printg("\nError: cannot open file %s for writing.\n", ResizeFileName);
 goto closeshop;
 }
 j = 0;
 begun = 0;
 for (i = 0; i < nvecs; i++){
 if(columns[i] > 1) continue;
 if(begun > 0 ) fprintf(fpout,"; ");
 j++;
 if(j == 4){
 fprintg(fpout,"\n ");
 j = 0;
 }
 fprintg(fpout,"%s.r(\"%s\")",&vnames[vindx[i]],&vnames[vindx[i]]);
 begun = 1;
 }
 fprintf(fpout,";\n");
// Now for matrices
 j = 0;
 begun = 0;
 for (i = 0; i < nvecs; i++){
 if(columns[i] == 1) continue;
 if(begun > 0 ) fprintf(fpout,"; ");
 j++;
 if(j == 4){
 fprintf(fpout,"\n ");
 j = 0;
 }
 fprintf(fpout,"%s.r(\"%s\")",&vnames[vindx[i]],&vnames[vindx[i]]);




 // Now write the resize commands for matrices containing lagged values
 // of vectors
 begun = 0;
 j = 0;
 for(i = 0; i < nvecs; i++){
if(columns[i] > 1) continue;
 if(lags[i] == 0) continue;
 if(i > 0 && begun > 0) fprintf(fpout,", ");
 j++;
 if(j == 8){
 fprintg(fpout,"\n ");





 begun = 1;
 }







 delete [] vnames;
 delete [] vindx;
 delete [] sizes;
 delete [] columns;
 delete [] rows;
 delete [] lags;
 delete [] types;
 if (nvecs > 0){
 for (i = 0; i < nvecs; i++){
delete [] rowstub[i];
 delete [] colstub[i];
}
 }
 delete [] rowstub;
 delete [] colstub;

















else if(whichtype == 'v') {
    vf = new VamFile(bnk);
    dbp[bankno]  = vf;
    }










else if(whichtype == 'v') {
    vf = new VamFile(bnk);
    dbp[bankno]  = vf;
















string rn = rootname;
 rn += ".vam";
// rn is now rootname.vam
// pbank is declared in the DataBank class from which VamFile is derived.
if((pbank=fopen(rn.c_str(),"r+b"))==NULL ){
printg("Could not open %s\n",rn.c_str());
return;
 }
// The DataBank class has a bnktitle variable but with no
 // space allocated. The next two lines grab space for the
 // title and give the file a default blank title.
 bnktitle = new char[81];
 strcpy(bnktitle," ");
//Read and display the VAmRile description
  = sizeof(struct VamFileDesc);
 seek(pbank, 0, SEEK_SET);
read(&fd,i,1,pbank); // should be 102 bytes
// Because of problems with reading and writing the struct,
// its contents are displayed in detail.
printg("File description of %s.\n",rn.c_str());
 printg("Startdate %10.1f Enddate %10.1f\n",fd.startdate,fd.enddate);
 printg("Number of numbers per year %d, Start position %d\n",
 fd.numnumpy,fd.startpsn);
 printg("Number of vectors %d, Number of characters in vector names %d\n",
 fd.nvectors,fd.ncivnames);
nvecs=fd.nvectors;
// Allocate space for and read vindx
vindx=new unsigned short[nvecs+1];
fread(vindx,sizeof(unsigned short),nvecs+1,pbank);
// Allocate space for sizes and csizes
sizes=new unsigned int[nvecs];
fread(sizes,sizeof(int),nvecs,pbank);
// Same for rows
rows=new unsigned short[nvecs];
fread(rows,sizeof(unsigned short),nvecs,pbank);









// and finally vnames
vnames=new char[vindx[nvecs]];
fread(vnames,1,vindx[nvecs],pbank);
 // the stubs require a double allocation.
rowstub = new char*[nvecs];










// nobs is number of observations
nobs = (short)(fd.enddate - fd.startdate)+1;
// jahra is the first year in the VAM file
jahra = (short)fd.startdate;
// Cumulate sizes to get the offset of each vector
 csizes = new unsigned int[nvecs+1];
csizes[0] = 0;

























else if (strcmp(s,"vam") == 0 || strcmp(s,"v")==0) err = bankcmd('v');
else if (strcmp(s,"dvam") == 0) err = dvam(); 
In VAMFile.cpp we add the brief code which checks that the file letter specified by the user 
has, in fact, been assigned to a VAM file, and, if so, sets the DefaultVam variable to that letter.








 temp = s[0];
 temp = temp - 'a';
 if(BankType[temp] != 'v'){
 printg("Bank %s has not been assigned to a Vam file.\n");
 return ERR;
 }









matin FM 2000 1 8 1 8 15 
#              Agricul  Mining   Elect     Mfg Commerce  Transp Services    Govt
Agriculture         20       1       0     100        5       0        2       0
Mining               4       3      20      15        2       1        2       0
Electricity          6       4      10      40       20      10       25       0
Manufacturing       20      10       4      60       25      18       20       0
Commerce             2       1       1      10        2       3        6       0
Transportation       2       1       5      17        3       2        5       0
Services             6       3       8      45       20       5       20       0


























/* matin() -- read and place in a VAM file a matrix written as a rectangular array
Usage:
matin <matrix name> <year> <firstrow> <lastrow> <firstcol> <lastcol> <skip>]
*/
#define MATINMAXLINE 1000
int VamFile::matin(const char *filename){
short firstrow, lastrow, firstcol, lastcol, i, j, ncols;
short k, matloc, skip = 0, len;
int err;
char line[MATINMAXLINE],matrixname[40],sub[30],c;
float **mat = 0; // Where the matrix is stored as it is read
short year, sd;
 long startpos; // a position in the VAM file
FILE *datafile = NULL;
// Open it for reading text "rt"
 if((datafile = fopen(filename,"rt")) == 0){
printg("Could not open %s for reading\n", filename);
return(ERR);
}
// Read the first line. It should have:
// the matrix name, year, first row, last row, first column, last column, skip
fgets(line,100,datafile);
i = stringer(line,0,matrixname);
i = stringer(line,i,sub); year = atoi(sub);
i = stringer(line,i,sub); firstrow = atoi(sub);
i = stringer(line,i,sub); lastrow = atoi(sub);
i = stringer(line,i,sub); firstcol = atoi(sub);
i = stringer(line,i,sub); lastcol = atoi(sub);
i = stringer(line,i,sub); skip = atoi(sub);
// atoi() returns 0 on error. Report it. But it may be valid, so don't stop.
if(year == 0) printg("year is 0.\n");
if(firstrow == 0) printg("firstrow is 0.\n");
if(lastrow == 0) printg("lastrow is 0.\n");
if(firstcol == 0) printg("firstcol is 0.\n");
if(lastcol == 0) printg("lastcol is 0.\n");
if(skip == 0) printg("skip is 0.\n");
if(year < fd.startdate){




printg("The date of the matrix is after the end of the VAM file.\n");
 goto error;
}
// Grab space for the matrix
if((mat = matrix(firstrow,lastrow,firstcol, lastcol)) == 0){






// Now read and store one line at a time.
// ncols refers to the array that is read,
// not to matrix in the VAM file.
ncols = lastcol - firstcol + 1;
for(i = firstrow; i <= lastrow; i++){
// Read a row of the matrix into "line".
readline:
if(fgets(line,MATINMAXLINE-1,iin) == NULL){
printg("Unable to read row %d of matrix %s.\n",i,matrixname);
 goto error;
}
if(line[0] == '#') goto readline; // a comment line
len = strlen(line);
if(len <= skip) goto readline; //short line,nothing past the skipped area.
k = skip;
 // Bite off the numbers one by one, convert to floats, and store away.






// The matrix is now in mat. It's time to store it in the VAM file.
if((matloc = findname(matrixname)) == ERR){




for(i = firstrow; i <= lastrow; i++){
// Compute the starting position of these numbers in the VAM file.
startpos = fd.startpsn + // bytes in header of VAM file
fd.numnumpy*(year -sd)*4 + // bytes is prior years' data
csizes[matloc]*4 + // bytes in prior matrices this year
(i-1)*(long)columns[matloc]*4 + // bytes in prior rows this year
(firstcol -1)*4; // bytes in prior columns of this row.
 // Position the VAM file to that point.
err = fseek(pbank, startpos, 0);
// Write the row of the matrix into the VAM file.
if((err = fwrite(&mat[i][firstcol],4,ncols,pbank)) != ncols){





// Success. Close up normally.
if(mat) free_matrix(mat,firstrow,lastrow,firstcol);













        else if (strncmp(s,"vamcreate",max(len,5))== 0) err = vamcreate();
        else if (strcmp(s,"dvam") == 0) err = dvam();




















































unckeck that Default size box.) Click on the + inside a □ next to the word Style to drop down a list
of Style features; check the box for wxFullRepaintOnResize. Finally, check the Expand box. At this 
point you should see encouraging signs on the right; a grid has appeared. 
If you click the “Show preview” button over on the right (just under the big red X) a grid appears 
and you can scroll around in it. It is pretty small, but if you try to stretch it with the mouse, you will 
find that it won't stretch. We have forgotten something. Click on that wxDialog just under Barnum in 
the Resources pane. Click on the + in the square next to “Style” in its properties window. Scroll down 
until you get to wxRESIZE-BORDER and check it. Now when you click on “Show preview” the grid 
should stretch.
Do not be tempted to call for scrollbars on any of these elements. wxGrid automatically provides 






















// ******************* Barnum Part 1: Written by wxSmith *********************









BoxSizer1 = new wxBoxSizer(wxHORIZONTAL); 
Panel1 = new wxPanel(this, ID_PANEL1, wxDefaultPosition, wxDefaultSize, wxTAB_TRAVERSAL, 
_T("ID_PANEL1")); 
BoxSizer2 = new wxBoxSizer(wxHORIZONTAL); 
Grid1 = new wxGrid(Panel1, ID_GRID1, wxDefaultPosition, wxSize(400,200), wxFULL_REPAINT_ON_RESIZE, 
_T("ID_GRID1")); 
//*) 
// **************** Barnum Part 2 written by hand ******************** 
    int err = OK; 
    char name[25]; 
Grid1->CreateGrid(nrowsshown,ncolsshown); 
Grid1->SetRowLabelSize(200); // The default size is too small.
Grid1->EnableEditing(true); 
Grid1->EnableGridLines(true); 
//Display a matrix 
wxString carpet; 
short i,j; 
for(i=0; i < nrowsshown;i++){ 
        for(j=0; j < ncolsshown;j++){ 
            carpet = wxString::Format(_T("%8.2f"),shownmat[i][j]); 
            Grid1->SetCellValue(i,j,carpet); 
            } 
        } 
// Label the rows 
    for (i = 0; i < nrowsshown; i++){ 
        strcpy(name,shownRowTitles[i]); 
        carpet = wxString::FromUTF8(name); 
        Grid1->SetRowLabelValue(i,carpet); 
        } 
// Label the columns 
    for(i = 0; i < ncolsshown; i++){ 
        strcpy(name,shownColTitles[i]); 
        carpet = wxString::FromUTF8(name); 
        Grid1->SetColLabelValue(i,carpet); 
        } 
//***************** Barnum Part 3: Written by wxSmith *************** 
Grid1->SetDefaultCellFont( Grid1->GetFont() ); 
Grid1->SetDefaultCellTextColour( Grid1->GetForegroundColour() ); 

















We now need to prepare shownmat, the matrix to be displayed, and a way for the user to call for its
preparation and display. Down near the bottom of the long list of “else if” commands in GwxMain.cpp,
stick in the show() command:
else if (strncmp(s,"bank",max(len,2))== 0 || strcmp(s,"b")==0) err = bankcmd('w');
 else if (strcmp(s,"show") == 0) err = showmat();











GLOBAL float **shownmat; // pointer for matrix to be shown.












    bool demo;
    demo = false;
    short i,j,year;
    float xij;
    char name[40]; // Name of the matrix to be shown.
    char *pnam,vnam[32],type[8];
// Simulate reading a file of titles with these fixed titles.
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[0],"1 Agriculture");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[1],"2 Mining");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[2],"3 Utilities");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[3],"4 Manufacturing");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[4],"5 Commerce");
228
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[5],"6 Transportation");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[6],"7 Services");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[7],"8 Government");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[0],"1 Agric");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[1],"2 Mining");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[2],"3 Util");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[3],"4 Mfg");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[4],"5 Comm");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[5],"6 Trans");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[6],"7 Serv");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[7],"8 Govt");
    // If no name is given, show the demo.
    if((chop(name)) != 'a') demo = true;
    if(demo){
        nrowsshown = 20;
        ncolsshown = 30;
        shownmat = matrix(0,nrowsshown,0,ncolsshown);
        for (i = 0; i < nrowsshown;i++){
            for(j=0; j < ncolsshown; j++){
                xij = i+j;
                shownmat[i][j] = xij/2.0;
                }
            }
        Barnum *pt = new Barnum(NULL);
        pt->ShowModal();
        delete pt;
        free_matrix(shownmat,0,nrowsshown,0);
        }
    else {
printg(“Not yet ready for more than the demo.\n”);
       }
    return OK;







There is one more thing that must be done before the program will compile. wxSmith created a 
header file to go with Barnum but it did not “include” it in the program. We must do so. Run the 










































    bool demo;
    demo = false;
    short i,j,year;
    float xij;
    char name[40]; // Name of the matrix to be shown.
    char *pnam,vnam[32],type[8];
// Simulate reading a file of titles.
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[0],"1 Agriculture");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[1],"2 Mining");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[2],"3 Utilities");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[3],"4 Manufacturing");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[4],"5 Commerce");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[5],"6 Transportation");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[6],"7 Services");
    strcpy(shownRowTitles[7],"8 Government");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[0],"1 Agric");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[1],"2 Mining");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[2],"3 Util");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[3],"4 Mfg");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[4],"5 Comm");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[5],"6 Trans");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[6],"7 Serv");
    strcpy(shownColTitles[7],"8 Govt");
    // If no name is given, show the demo.
    if((chop(name)) != 'a') demo = true;
    if(demo){
        nrowsshown = 20;
        ncolsshown = 30;
        shownmat = matrix(0,nrowsshown,0,ncolsshown);
        for (i = 0; i < nrowsshown;i++){
            for(j=0; j < ncolsshown; j++){
                xij = i+j;
                shownmat[i][j] = xij/2.0;
                }
            }
        Barnum *pt = new Barnum(NULL);
        pt->ShowModal();
        delete pt;
        free_matrix(shownmat,0,nrowsshown,0);




    else {
        if((chop(type)) != 'a') {
            printg("Expected y, r, or c.\n");
            return ERR;
            }
        if(type[0] != 'y'){
            printg("Cannot handle %c yet.\n",type);
            return ERR;
            }
         if((chop(type)) != 'n') {
            printg("Expected a year number.\n");
            return ERR;
            }
        year = atoi(type);
        vf->vshowmat(name,year); // name is the name of the matrix to be shown.
        // vshowmat() is in VAMfile.cpp
        }
    return OK;
    }
So here we continue over in VAMfile.cpp where we have access to the elements of the 
matrix.
int VamFile::vshowmat(char *matrixname,short year){
short i, j, k, matloc, skip = 0, len;
unsigned short nrows, ncols, nrowsm1,ncolsm1;
int err;
char line[MATINMAXLINE],sub[30],c;
float **mat = 0; // Where the matrix is stored as it is read
short  sd;
 long startpos; // a position in the VAM file
// Find where the matrix is in the VAM file.
// matloc (matrix location) is the matrix's sequential number
// (0, 1,2,3 etc.) in the VAM file.
if((matloc = findname(matrixname)) == ERR){





nrowsm1 = nrows -1;
ncolsm1 = ncols -1;
// Grab space for the matrix. 
// For use with wxWidgets grid, the row and col numbers must begin with 0.
if((shownmat = matrix(0,nrowsm1,0, ncolsm1)) == 0){
printg("Could not get space for matrix %s.\n",matrixname);
  return ERR;
}
// Remember, fd is the file description of VamFile.
sd = fd.startdate;
// Read in and store, row-by-row, the matrix to be shown, called shownmat.
for(i = 1; i <= nrows; i++){
        // Compute the starting position of the matrix in the VAM file.
startpos = fd.startpsn + // bytes in the header of the VAM file.
fd.numnumpy*(year -sd)*4 + // bytes in prior years.
csizes[matloc]*4 +   // bytes in prior matrices
(i-1)*(long)ncols*4; // bytes in prior rows
        // Position the VAM file to that point.
err = fseek(pbank, startpos, 0); //pbank is in file description
if (err != 0){
            printg("fseek failure showing a matrix.\n");
            return ERR;
}
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// Read the row of the matrix from the VAM file into mat.
if((err = fread(&shownmat[i-1][0],4,ncols,pbank)) != ncols){
printg("Failure trying to read row %d of matrix %s in year %d\n",i, matrixname, year);
            return ERR;
}
        }
    nrowsshown = nrows;
    ncolsshown = ncols;
// Show the matrix without a grid for checking.
// Remove when confident that the grid is working right.
    for (i = 0; i < nrows; i++){
        for(j =0; j < ncols;j++){
            printg("%8.0f  ", shownmat[i][j]);
            }
        printg("\n");
        }
// shownmat is now ready for Barnum
    Barnum *pt = new Barnum(NULL);
    pt->ShowModal();
    delete pt;
    free_matrix(shownmat,0,nrowsm1,0);





show FM y 2000
and you can hope to see, as I did, the following display of the input­output flow matrix we 
introduced with the matin command back in Tutorial 20.
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This is the end for the May 2017 edition of The Gwx Story. I hope to continue somewhat 
farther. In particular, reading of row and column titles for a matrix must be added to make the
matrix display capability truly useful. 
At the end of Tutorial 17, we listed 17 capabilities we needed to add to Gwx. We have 
now added the first 7, including the most challenging one, the show() command with its use of
wxGrid. It would be premature to say that the end is in sight, but with wxGrid working we can
safely say that what we set out to do – rewrite G7 with open­source, cross­platform tools, and 
explain each step – is doable.  
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